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ABSTRACT 
Kate Gleason College of Engineering 
Rochester Institute of Technology 
Degree:  Doctor of Philosophy  Program:  Microsystems Engineering  
Authors Name:  Preethi Gopalan 
Advisors Name:  Satish G. Kandlikar 
Dissertation Title: Investigation of Water Droplet Dynamics in PEM Fuel Cell Gas       
Channels 
Water management in Proton Exchange Membrane Fuel Cell (PEMFC) has 
remained one of the most important issues that need to be addressed before its 
commercialization in automotive applications. Accumulation of water on the gas 
diffusion layer (GDL) surface in a PEMFC introduces a barrier for transport of reactant 
gases through the GDL to the catalyst layer. Despite the fact that the channel geometry is 
one of the key design parameters of a fluidic system, very limited research is available to 
study the effect of microchannel geometry on the two–phase flow structure. In this study, 
the droplet–wall dynamics and two–phase pressure drop across the water droplet present 
in a typical PEMFC channel, were examined in auto–competitive gas channel designs 
(0.4 x 0.7 mm channel cross section). The liquid water flow pattern inside the gas channel 
was analyzed for different air velocities. Experimental data was analyzed using the 
Concus–Finn condition to determine the wettability characteristics in the corner region. It 
was confirmed that the channel angle along with the air velocity and the channel material 
influences the water distribution and holdup within the channel. Dynamic contact angle 
emerged as an important parameter in controlling the droplet–wall interaction. 
Experiments were also performed to understand how the inlet location of the liquid 
droplet on the GDL surface affects the droplet dynamic behavior in the system. It was 
found that droplets emerging near the channel wall or under the land lead to corner filling 
of the channel. Improvements in the channel design has been proposed based on the 
artificial channel roughness created to act as capillary grooves to transport the liquid 
water away from the land area. For droplets emerging near the center of the channel, 
beside the filling and no-filling behavior reported in the literature, a new droplet jumping 
behavior was observed. As droplets grew and touched the sidewalls, they jumped off to 
the sidewall leaving the whole GDL exposed for gases to diffuse to the catalyst layer. A 
theoretical model was developed and a criterion was proposed to predict the droplet 
jumping behavior in the gas channel. A theoretical force balance model was proposed to 
predict the pressure force and air velocity required to remove the droplet from the 
channel to avoid complete channel blockage. The overall goal of this work was to 
identify the gas channel configuration that provides efficient water removal with a lower 
pressure drop in the system efficiency while meeting the US Department of Energy’s 
specifications for a PEMFC for automotive application. 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 
According to the Organization for Economic Co–operation and Development 
(OECD), an international organization of 34 countries, 30% of the carbon dioxide 
emissions are mainly due to the transportation sector [1, 2]. Figure 1.1 shows an image of 
an IC engine car and the pollution caused by it. Transportation is one of the major 
sectors, which uses large amount of fossil fuel according to their 2010 annual report [3]. 
In addition, internal combustion (IC) engines, which are the main workhorse for vehicles, 
have an overall efficiency of only about 18% – 20% [4]. Different losses associated with 
an IC engine vehicle are shown in Figure 1.2. Hence, depletion of the fossil fuels and 
ever increasing environmental pollution have driven the need for developing alternative 
renewable energy sources in the transportation sector [5]. For example, solar, wind, and 
hydrogen (H2) are being considered as serious alternatives to conventional energy 
sources.  
 
Figure 1.1: Environmental pollution caused by an IC engine vehicle during operation [6] 
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Figure 1.2: Different types of energy losses associated with the drive cycle of a vehicle with IC engine 
[5].  
From the several choices available, hydrogen is an attractive option because it can 
be produced from various other forms of energy, including nuclear, solar, and wind [1]. 
Though several forms of hydrogen-powered technologies exist and have been well 
researched, the most preferred approach is fuel cells [7, 8]. The process by which fuel 
cells create energy is the reverse reaction of electrolysis, which combines hydrogen and 
oxygen in the presence of a catalyst. Among various types of fuel cells that exist, the 
Proton Exchange Membrane Fuel Cell (PEMFC) appears to be the most promising 
candidate for powering commercial and private automobiles due to its simplicity in 
design and its low temperature operating condition [9].  
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On the other hand, compared to IC engines and batteries, PEMFCs are 
significantly more expensive. Commercialization of PEMFCs requires reduction in cost 
and increase in power density through engineering optimization, which is dependent on 
the understanding of the PEMFC operation. It is seen that General Motors, one of the 
leading automobile company, is trying to optimize the PEMFC stack configuration that 
can go in the automobile in the place of IC engine over the course of time (Figure 1.3).  
 
Figure 1.3: (a) PEM fuel cell stack and auxiliary unit configuration of previous generation and (b) an 
improved fuel cell system that still needs further improvement in terms of size and efficiency. Image 
courtesy to General Motors. 
The maximum theoretical energy efficiency of a fuel cell is 80%, operating at low 
power density and using pure hydrogen and oxygen as the reactants [10], whereas the 
tank–to–wheel efficiency of a fuel cell vehicle is less than 60% at low loads [11]. The 
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 𝑃𝑊ℎ𝑒𝑒𝑙 = 𝑃𝐶𝑒𝑙𝑙 − 𝑃 𝐴𝑢𝑥𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑎𝑟𝑦 [1.1] 
where, 𝑃𝑊ℎ𝑒𝑒𝑙— Power delivered to the wheel of the vehicle 
𝑃𝐶𝑒𝑙𝑙— Power generated by the fuel cell stack  
𝑃 𝐴𝑢𝑥𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑎𝑟𝑦 — Power required for powering the auxiliary units 
A fuel cell auxiliary unit is comprised of pumps, blowers, controllers, and 
compressors. Therefore, to design fuel cells with high efficiency, the internal processes 
must be optimized. Some of the key parameters include the fluid flow distribution, the 
local current density, reduction in the excess air required to remove the liquid water in the 
gas channel and so forth. To get into more detail, one needs to first understand the basic 
functioning of the PEMFC. 
1.1 Proton Exchange Membrane Fuel Cells 
A fuel cell in general consists of three main parts – anode, cathode and membrane 
– as shown in Figure 1.4. The anode, where the electrons are produced, is mainly 
responsible for the oxidation reaction of the hydrogen molecules and release of protons 
and electrons. The humidified hydrogen gas (H2 and water vapor) enters the anode 
channel and the hydrogen diffuses through the porous anode Gas Diffusion Layer (GDL) 
to the catalyst layer where it splits into protons and electrons. At the anode catalyst layer, 
the following electrochemical reaction takes place: 
 𝐻2  → 2𝐻
+  +  2𝑒− [1.2] 
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Figure 1.4: Schematic of a proton exchange membrane fuel cell (PEMFC). Adapted from [12]. 
The membrane located between the cathode and the anode allows only proton 
conduction to occur, while the electrons are blocked from crossing over, and hence it is 
called a Proton Exchange Membrane (PEM). The protons move through the membrane to 
the cathode side while the electrons move through the outer circuit to generate power. 
The cathode end also has a bipolar plate that has gas channels etched on it for effective 
distribution of oxygen molecules over the catalyst surface. At this end, humidified air 
enters the cathode channel and the oxygen diffuses through the porous cathode GDL to 
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the reaction sites (cathode catalyst layer). A reduction reaction takes place at the cathode 
catalyst layer producing water and heat as a byproduct that needs to be removed. Eq. 1.3 




𝑂2  +  2𝐻
+  +  2𝑒−  → 𝐻2 𝑂 + 𝐻𝑒𝑎𝑡 [1.3] 
The PEM needs to be hydrated for the conduction of positively charged ions, in 
this case the protons to the cathode. In addition, the special membrane is coated with a 
catalyst which allows the oxygen and hydrogen reaction to take place in the fuel cell. The 
catalyst layer contains platinum nanoparticles lightly coated onto the carbon membrane 
and is rough and porous so that the maximum surface area of the platinum can be 
exposed to the hydrogen or oxygen [11, 13, 14].  
A detailed description of each component of the PEMFC is given in the following 
sections to understand the system better. The innermost layer of the PEMFC is a proton 
exchange membrane. Next to the membrane where all the reduction and oxidation 
reactions occur is the catalyst layer. 
1.1.1 Catalyst Layer 
Although the catalyst layer is the thinnest part of a PEMFC, it is the key 
component for the fuel cell energy conversion. This is the layer where the fuel and the 
oxidant react electrochemically to produce electrical work. The electrochemical reactions 
in PEMFCs occur slowly, especially on the cathode side. In order to increase the reaction 
rates, the catalyst, usually consisting of small particles of platinum supported on larger 
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carbon particles, must be coated either on the surfaces of the carbon support media or 
directly on the surfaces of the membrane [14]. These carbon particles have to be mixed 
with some electrolyte material to ensure that the proton can migrate towards the reaction 
site. The composition, morphology, and thickness of catalyst layer are key parameters in 
optimizing the fuel cell performance and reducing the cost. The next layer adjacent to the 
catalyst is the gas diffusion media. 
1.1.2 Gas Diffusion Media (GDM) 
The GDM consists of the gas transport substrate that serves the purposes of 
current collection and gas transport medium. It is most commonly known as the Gas 
Diffusion Layer (GDL). GDLs are characterized mainly by their thickness (between 100 
μm and 300 μm) and their porosity. A microporous layer (MPL) is added to one side of 
the GDL (facing the catalyst layer, to achieve better water management. The assembly of 
the membrane, the catalyst layer and the GDL is termed as the Membrane Electrode 
Assembly (MEA). 
Different GDL materials that are available are carbon fiber (CF) paper, CF non–
woven felt, and CF woven cloth as shown in Figure 1.5, each with different 
characteristics. The CF paper has a random carbon fiber network, where the fibers are 
aligned in the direction that the machine draws them. An example of which is the Toray 
GDL (TGP) named after the company producing it. The fiber thickness is in the range of 
0.15 – 0.30 mm. CF non–woven felt, also known as “SGL” is a fleece fiber mat, which 
has randomly dispersed fiber network with a thickness of around 150 µm. A hydro–
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entangling process in which a jet of water with a spacing of 15 – 50 jets/cm is impinged 
onto the moving mat, bonding the fibers together. This makes the fibers orient in the 
through plane direction and form a non–woven fiber. Carbon cloth GDL is woven from 
carbon fiber yarn with a normal thickness of 150 – 200 µm. These exhibit a highly 
integrated fiber structure and high strength, as the yarns are tied together to form a double 
layer fiber with a regular interlace at right angles. A plain weave is used as it increases 
the dimensional stability of the fiber.  
   
(a) (b) (c) 
Figure 1.5: Different GDL sample material a) Carbon paper (Toray), b) Carbon fiber (SGL), c) 
Carbon cloth. Adapted from [15] 
The main functionality of the GDL layer in a PEMFC is to distribute the reactant 
gases, air (containing oxygen) and hydrogen, more uniformly on the catalyst layer and 
help in the removal of the byproduct water. GDLs are very hydrophobic in nature and 
allow reactant gases to diffuse to the catalyst layer for electrochemical reactions to take 
place. The pathway for reactant gases to the catalyst layer of the PEMFC and liquid water 
removal are through the same network of GDL fibers. However, multiple water transport 
mechanisms co–exist in the GDL, which introduces tremendous challenges in fuel cell 
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engineering, since a proper water balance must be maintained under complicated 
operating conditions. Accumulation of liquid water on the GDL surface in a channel 
hinders reactant flow toward the reaction sites. Inefficient removal of liquid water leads 
to flooding of the catalyst layer. This causes localized fuel starvation, which in turn 
adversely affects the efficiency of the system [15]. Under freezing conditions, the 
accumulated liquid water leads to channel blockage and GDL degradation, which lowers 
the system output. However, the PEM also needs to be hydrated to conduct protons from 
the anode to the cathode side. Starvation of water in the system also leads to loss of 
performance [16]. Hence, efficient water management in fuel cells is one of the major 
requirements to ensure proper operation and improved performance of the system, which 
forms the major motivation for our work.  
The component that comes after the GDL is the bipolar plate. This plate acts as a 
compression plate over the GDL. 
1.1.3 Bipolar Plates 
The purpose of the bipolar plate is to provide electrical connectivity between 
neighboring cells and to feed reactant gases to the gas diffusion electrodes. It also acts as 
a layer that separates different cells in a fuel cell stack. It is called a unipolar plate for a 
single cell [16]. Besides maintaining a good electrical contact between the bipolar plates 
and the GDL, a very important parameter to improve the fuel cell performance is to 
minimize the electrical contact resistance, which leads to the ohmic losses. As the fuel 
cell industry is growing, the materials used for the bipolar plates are progressively 
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changing according to the need desired. Different materials used for bipolar plates are 
gold plated copper, graphite and more recently, stainless steel.  
As we have discussed the different components of a PEMFC and its working, the 
next section will highlight the PEMFC performance when all the above components are 
packaged together and run as an electricity generating device. This section will discuss 
some of the major losses that occur during PEMFC operation. 
1.1.4 PEMFC Performance  
The I–V curve, or polarization curve, as shown in Figure 1.6 gives the performance of a 
low temperature PEMFC. The electric potential of the PEMFC at open circuit (no load 
connected) is termed as the reversible cell potential. This is the maximum theoretical 
electrical potential that could be achieved for the PEMFC. Reversible cell potential is 
mathematically described by the Nernst Eq. under the condition of thermodynamic 
equilibrium [17]. However, the electric potential achieved when the load is connected is 
always less than the reversible cell potential. This reduction in the potential can be 
attributed to the different losses that occur during the operation. These losses are 
explained in detail below.  
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Figure 1.6: I–V Curve of a PEMFC showing the different losses that occur during the working cycle 
that affect the fuel cell’s performance. Adapted from [18]. 
1) Fuel Crossover – The PEM ideally allows only protons to pass through it. 
However, the hydrogen species at the anode side diffuses across the membrane and 
combines with the oxygen at the cathode side. This is known as fuel crossover and this 
fuel is consumed without producing any useful electrical power.  
2) Activation Loss – Activation losses in a system are mainly due to the slow 
reactions on the surface of the electrode. In a PEMFC, the activation losses occur mainly 
on the cathode side since the exchange current density of the anode reaction is several 
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3) Ohmic Loss – Resistance posed by the membrane to proton transport and 
sometimes the electrical resistances of the assembly are termed as ohmic losses.  
4) Mass Transport Loss – Mass transport or concentration losses are caused by the 
reduction of the reactant concentration at the electrode surface due to consumption of the 
reactants. Usually, these losses are significant when the cell is working at a relatively 
high current density. 
Some of these losses in the cell are due to poor water and heat management in the 
fuel cell. In order to increase the fuel cell’s performance, an in depth understanding of 
these aspects is required. As this dissertation mainly deals with the water management 
aspect of the fuel cell, issues in the water management of PEMFC are described in detail 
in the next section.  
1.2 Water Management in PEMFC 
Intertwined with each of the challenges mentioned above is the issue of water 
management in PEMFCs. The presence of water inside the fuel cell is necessary to 
hydrate the PEM. Various alternatives to Nafion that may be cheaper, more durable, or 
thinner still require hydration to operate well [19]. Working of the fuel cell is by the 
conduction of protons through the membrane from the anode side to the cathode while 
driving electrons through the external circuit. Useful work done by the cell depends on 
the amount of electron flow in the system. The flow of electrons around the circuit is 
equivalent to the conduction of protons through the membrane. However, the conduction 
of protons is dependent on the water activity in the membrane. A highly hydrated 
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membrane causes too much water generation at the cathode side that leads to the gas 
channel flooding if not removed efficiently. To achieve efficient removal of the liquid 
from the gas channel, more power is supplied to the blowers to provide excess gas flow 
in the cathode channel. In contrast, when a fuel cell is designed to run at operating 
conditions that remove too much water from the system, external humidification feed is 
necessary to keep the membrane hydrated, which increases the cost and complexity of the 
system [20]. With more careful system designs, the membrane can absorb the water 
produced by the electrochemical reaction and extra humidification may not be needed.  
However, under normal operating conditions, water production can be substantial 
enough to saturate the fuel cell and cause accumulation of liquid water. The liquid water 
is problematic, as it can block the reactants from reaching the catalyst and hurt the fuel 
cells performance. Furthermore, very high potential gradients can be created with areas of 
local reactant starvation caused by liquid water blockages, and the degradation of the 
catalyst material can also be accelerated. 
The most common solution for removing the excess water is to increase the flow 
rates of the gas and simply blow the liquid out of the channels. In order to do this, the 
reactant supply needs to be increased, which complicates the problem, as it requires extra 
pumping, fuel recycling, and humidification. This increases the system cost and 
complexity along with the consumption of extra power for the auxiliary systems and the 
overall size of the cell.  
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Engineering the fuel cell for effective removal of liquid from the gas channels is a 
much better approach to resolve these issues. Lower gas flow could be used to eliminate 
the need for excess gas flow in the channel and the external humidification and recycling 
unit. The ability to make significant improvements over the conventional fuel cell gas 
channel designs requires (1) a thorough understanding of the fundamental physics of 
liquid behavior on the GDL and the channel surface at different operating conditions and 
(2) understanding the effect of channel geometry on the water removal from the gas 
channel. This forms the major motivation of this dissertation.  
1.3 Document Overview 
The remainder of the dissertation is organized as follows. Chapter 2 provides a 
detailed literature review of past research that relates to the water management aspects of 
a fuel cell. This section also describes the physical theories involved in the liquid water 
behavior on a given surface. In addition, some of the designs for different gas channel 
geometry and their effect on fuel cell efficiency are presented in this chapter. Chapter 3 
defines the objectives of this dissertation along with the description of the experimental 
setup and the equipment used to conduct the experiments. This section also describes the 
manufacturing process and the different test conditions used to perform the experiments. 
Subsequently, Chapter 4 presents the experimental results to illustrate the effect of 
different parameters analyzed on the liquid water behavior in the PEMFC gas channels. 
Chapter 5 describes the theoretical models explaining the results obtained with the 
experiments in Chapter 4 and provides a correlation to understand the droplet dynamics 
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in the absence and presence of airflow in the gas channels. Chapter 6 provides a 
conclusion and key points of the research work performed for this dissertation. Finally, 
Chapter 7 brings out the different areas this research work can be extended to help in 
understanding fuel cell performance and improves it. 
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Chapter 2 Literature Review and Motivation 
Water management is an important performance limiting concern for the 
operation and optimization of the PEMFCs. Efficiency of the PEMFC system depends 
upon various factors that affect the cathodic reaction rate [12, 21-25] such as  
(a) The proton permeation from anode to cathode 
(b) Liquid water presence in the GDL and the gas channels 
(c) Blockage of the reactant gas flow to the catalyst sites by liquid water. 
Figure 2.1 shows the blockage of a gas channel by water and its effect on the 
PEMFC’s efficiency. One of the main reasons for liquid flooding in the gas channel and 
high pressure drop in the system are the surface tension forces acting in the channel [26]. 
Apart from this, liquid water hold up in the gas channel is also dependent on the gas 
channel geometry and the material used for the gas channel and the GDL. Previously, 
many researchers have worked on the water management issue in the gas channel of 
PEMFC in both in situ and ex situ to understand the main reasons for channel flooding 
and high pressure drop in the cell. Yet the optimal design of the gas channel needs further 
understanding in terms of the effect of surface tension forces on liquid water, channel 
geometry’s effect on gas transport resistance, and the water interaction pattern with the 
channel walls in the presence of gas flow. Therefore, the work presented in this 
dissertation uses experimental and theoretical methods to study the physics of droplet 
behavior in geometries common to practical fuel cells, which is critical to their 
performance. 
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Figure 2.1: Water accumulation on the GDL and leading to flooding of the channel, which hinders 
the reactant gas diffusion to the catalyst layer. Adapted from [12]. 
A critical factor in the water management of PEMFCs is the droplet stagnation on 
the GDL surface and the channel sidewall. The basic phenomenon determining the 
droplet behavior inside the microchannel is the surface tension force, which holds the 
droplet on a given surface. The surface forces with which the droplet is held on a surface 
are defined by the static contact angle, advancing and receding contact angles, contact 
angle hysteresis (Δθ), and the roughness of the surface. The following section will 
elaborate more on these parameters.  
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2.1 Contact Angle  
Contact angle is a quantitative measure of the wetting of a solid surface by a liquid. 
The theoretical prediction of the contact angle arises from the consideration of 
a thermodynamic equilibrium between the three phases: the liquid phase of the droplet 
(L), the solid phase of the substrate (S), and the gas/vapor phase of the atmosphere (V). 
The gas phase could also be another (immiscible) liquid phase. At equilibrium, the net 
forces due to the three phases should be zero. Figure 2.2 shows a graphical representation 
of a droplet on a smooth solid surface.  
 
Figure 2.2: Graphical representation of a droplet on a smooth surface and the different forces acting 
on it 
At the thermodynamic equilibrium of the three phases, the force balance along the 
contact line (CL) determines the contact angle of the droplet on that surface. The contact 
angle value on a given surface is determined using Young’s Eq. 
 𝜎𝑆𝐿 + 𝜎𝐿𝑉 𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝜃 − 𝜎𝑆𝑉 = 0  [2.1] 
 𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝜃 =
𝜎𝑆𝑉− 𝜎𝑆𝐿
𝜎𝐿𝑉
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where θ is the equilibrium contact angle, 𝜎𝑆𝑉 is the solid–vapor surface 
tension, 𝜎𝑆𝐿 is the solid–liquid surface tension, and 𝜎𝐿𝑉 is the liquid–vapor surface 
tension. Based on this equilibrium angle, the surfaces can be classified as hydrophilic and 
hydrophobic [27]. For a hydrophilic surface, the contact angle θ, is small, i.e. less than 
90°, which means that the droplet would spread on the surface as shown in Figure 2.3(a). 
If θ is larger than 90° then the water droplet would repel the surface and form a spherical 
shape as shown in Figure 2.3(b). Such surfaces are known as hydrophobic surfaces. In 
addition, surfaces having contact angles between 0° – 20° are classified as 




Figure 2.3: Graphical representation of a droplet on different surfaces (a) Hydrophilic surface and 
(b) Hydrophobic surface  
2.2 Contact Angle Hysteresis 
Equilibrium contact angle does not give much information about the droplet 
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the contact angle made by the CL of the droplet when it is about to move is required. The 
angles made by the droplet when it is in advancing equilibrium are shown in Figure 2.4. 
The advancing contact angle, θA, is the maximum contact angle that the droplet can have 
before it starts to move on the given surface. The receding contact angle, θR, is the 
minimum angle that the droplet can have before it gets de–pinned from the surface and 
starts to move. Therefore, the CL on any given surface can take the shape of any angle 
such that θR < θ < θA. The difference between the advancing and receding contact angles 
is known as the contact angle hysteresis and is denoted by Δθ [28].  
 
Figure 2.4: Different contact angles made by the droplet just before it moves on a surface. Advancing 
and receding contact angles are shown by θA and θR 
Δθ describes the ability of a liquid to stick to a solid surface. Superhydrophobic 
surfaces are characterized by low Δθ as a droplet can roll off a surface very easily, and 
vice–versa for superhydrophilic surfaces. Δθ has a major effect on the buildup of water in 
the microchannel due to sharp corners or roughness [29]. Roughness on a surface affects 
the Δθ as well as the apparent contact angle of the surface. Therefore, to understand the 
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2.3 Roughness Effect on Contact Angle 
The hydrophobicity and the hydrophilicity of the surface are also affected by the 
surface roughness. In the case of a PEMFC, the GDL is made up of entangled carbon 
fibers, which make the surface of the GDL rough. If the size of the water droplet present 
on the GDL is in the same order as the actual surface roughness, then the roughness 
factor has to be considered while calculating the contact angle. However, the contact 
angle of a droplet on a rough surface is very difficult to measure because of the 
irregularities as shown in Figure 2.5. In the Figure 2.5, it can be seen that the surface has 
depressions and peaks. Hence, when the droplet sits on such a surface, the contact angle 
measurement becomes difficult and can be wrong depending upon from where it is being 
measured.  
To account for the surface roughness, Wenzel proposed a model to calculate the 
contact angle as a function of the surface roughness parameter [30]. According to his 
proposition, the contact angle for a rough surface of a material can be determined by 
    
Figure 2.5: Discrepancy in the contact angle measurement due to the roughness features on a rough 
surface. 
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knowing the contact angle of a liquid droplet on the same material but with a smooth 
surface by using Eq. 2.3 
  cos 𝜃𝑟 = 𝑟 𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝜃 [2.3] 
where, 𝜃𝑟 – contact angle on a rough surface, 𝜃 – equilibrium contact angle on a smooth 
surface, r – roughness factor; r is always greater than 1 for a rough surface. 
According to this model, a droplet placed on a rough surface would spread until it 
finds an equilibrium position given by the contact angle θr. It also predicts that the 
roughness on a surface enhances its wettability if a surface is hydrophilic, and the 
roughness causes it to become more hydrophilic (or more hydrophobic if the surface is 
initially hydrophobic) [31-33]. 
For porous surfaces, Cassie–Baxter (CB) developed a model which includes the 
material heterogeneity, fi , for calculating the apparent contact angle, given by Eq. 2.4 
[34]. 
 cos 𝜃𝑟 = ∑𝑓𝑖  𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝜃𝑖  = f1 cos 𝜃1 + f2 cos 𝜃2  [2.4] 
where f1 and f2 are the area fractions of the material 1 and 2 respectively and θ1 and θ2 are 
the static contact angles for material 1 and 2 respectively.  
Similarly, the CB Eq. was modified further considering that the droplet is formed 
on a peak of the roughened surface and there is an air gap in between the material and the 
liquid. An illustration for such a condition is shown in Figure 2.6. In this case, the Eq. 2.4 
is modified and is described by Eq. 2.5 
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 cos 𝜃r = 𝑓 (cos 𝜃 − 1)  [2.5] 
where, f is the area fraction of the material 
   
(a) (b) (c) 
Figure 2.6: Different wetting behaviors of the droplet on smooth and rough surfaces. a) Droplet on a 
smooth surface b) Wenzel type droplet wetting on rough surface c) Cassie–Baxter type droplet 
wetting on a rough surface. Adapted from [35]. 
The volume of the air trapped inside a liquid droplet, provided the surface roughness 
of the material is non–negligible, affects the contact angle drastically. Hence, the volume 
of the liquid is important to determine the resulting contact angle [36]. Secondly, the 
material surface wettability can be enhanced by having a double roughness on the 
surface. Double roughness is the integration of a nanoscale texture on microscale pillar 
like structures [37]. As with normal surface roughness, double roughness patterns also 
tend to increase the hydrophobicity and hydrophilicity characteristics of the surface and 
random roughness tends to have a greater effect on the contact angle [38, 39]. Thirdly, 
surface roughness affects the Δθ due to the droplet pinning on the material. Droplet 
pinning means that the droplet is stuck on a material either due to higher surface tension 
forces or due to the roughness. If a droplet on a rough surface tends to obey the Wenzel 
model, then the Δθ is higher compared to the CB model of droplet wetting. These studies 
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aid in realizing the significance of the roughness on the material behavior and act as a 
building block for complete understanding of the droplet pinning phenomenon – a critical 
factor in the water stagnation inside the gas channels of a PEMFC.  
The CB model also suggests that a textured surface enhances the hydrophobicity of a 
given surface. In literature, it has been shown that textured surfaces of different sizes (10 
– 100 nm) act as superhydrophobic surfaces that are very useful in manufacturing and 
chemical industries [40-45]. Some recent experiments have also shown that surfaces with 
texture sizes in the range 1 – 20 nm can exhibit superhydrophobicity [43, 44, 46]. Both 
the Wenzel and CB models are extensively used to predict the apparent contact angle on 
rough and porous surfaces respectively. However, the fact that these models take into 
account the total contact area of the droplet on the surface is still a controversial and 
much debated topic by various groups [40, 46-48]. Consequently, modification of the 
classical model based on the contact line length has been proposed [40, 46-50]. It was 
also shown that both the Wenzel and CB models are not valid when the droplet size is 
comparable to the roughness height [32, 51-54]. In 2007, Nosonovsky derived the 
following Eq. 2.6 to determine the contact angle on a rough surface at the triple line. 
 cos θr = r(x,y) cos θ [2.6] 
and for a composite surface, the CB Eq. was modified to use the contact line of the 
droplet as shown in Eq. 2.7. 
 cos θC = f1(x,y) cos θ1 + f2(x,y) cos θ2 [2.7] 
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There have also been further studies to understand the effect of apparent contact angle 
for a given surface on the wetting characteristics as well as analyzing the Cassie–Wenzel 
(CW) wetting regimes transition which is critical[38, 40-42, 47, 50, 55-75]. 
Understanding the mechanism of wetting transitions is very essential for designing highly 
stable superhydrophobic surfaces. Different microstructure surfaces have been developed 
to achieve a superhydrophobic state. It has been observed that the droplets on these 
surfaces are in a Cassie state rather than in a Wenzel state [76]. This is mainly because 
the droplets in the Wenzel state are pinned more strongly on the textured surface than in 
the Cassie state and lead to a larger Δθ. Therefore, the Cassie state is preferred over the 
Wenzel state to obtain superhydrophobicity. It has also been established that for highly 
rough surfaces, the Cassie state is more prevalent than the Wenzel state. Accordingly, 
various mechanisms used previously to promote the wetting transitions such as 
depositing the droplet from a higher position [77, 78], applying external pressure [79], 
application of voltage – electrowetting [80], and vibrating the substrate in the horizontal 
and vertical directions [81-84], corroborate with this fact. But on the basis of very few 
attempts that were made to understand the wetting transition on a pillar structure [32, 76], 
it was confirmed that smaller and more densely packed structures lead to better stability 
of the droplet which acts as a Cassie droplet. However, to achieve maximum roll off over 
superhydrophobic surfaces, a large separation between the structures is required, which 
may lead to droplet instability and result in CW transition[79]. Furthermore, there is a 
lack of relevant work examining the transition of wettability on a groove structure and 
analyzing the effects of geometric and structural parameters of the wetting transition on a 
surface. It is therefore essential to gain an in–depth understanding of the droplet behavior 
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under different scenarios in order to optimize the surface characteristics for a specific 
application. 
2.4 Droplet Behavior Touching Two Surfaces 
The above mentioned phenomena give an understanding of the droplet behavior 
on a given surface. However, when there are two surfaces in contact with each other and 
the liquid is placed on these surfaces such that it touches both the surfaces, then its 
behavior is completely different. Concus and Finn in 1969 analyzed liquid behavior on a 
wedge surface and proposed a model which predicts the rise height of a fluid in a wedge 
shaped domain [85]. Eq. 2.8 gives the condition such that if this condition is satisfied the 
liquid with rise otherwise it will not rise near the wedge.  
 α + θ ≥ π/2  [2.8] 
where α is the half the open angle of the wedge and θ is the contact angle of the surface.  
This condition was later modified by Concus and Finn for two different surfaces 
contacting the liquid and the modified Eq. is given by Eq. 2.9 [86, 87]. 
 2α + θ1 + θ2 ≥ π  [2.9] 
where θ1 and θ2 are the contact angles of the two surfaces 1 and 2 as shown in Figure 
2.7(a). They also represented the condition graphically as shown in Figure 2.7(b). In this 
plot, the contact angle values for the two surfaces are plotted against each other and when 
the data point falls in the shaded region, the Concus–Finn condition is valid and a 
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solution exists, i.e. the liquid will rise in the channel. On the contrary, if the contact angle 
point falls in the D+ or D– region, then there exists no solution. 
  
(a) (b) 
Figure 2.7: (a) Model showing the angles made by the liquid with the wedge surface (b) Plot 
representing the Concus-Finn condition for wedge surface where the plot represents the contact 
angle made by the liquid on the wedge surfaces. Points that fall in the shaded region R have solution 
for the Concus–Finn condition. For the points falling in the D1+, D1–, D2+and D2– no solution exists. 
Adapted from [86]. 
This model was further extended to understand how the droplet interacts with the 
surfaces near a wedge or channel corner. It was found that the droplet could lead to two 
different kinds of behavior, i.e. filling (water sucked into the channel corner) or non–
filling (droplet remains at a finite distance from the corner, referred to as an “enclosure 
effect”) the channel corner. Enclosure effect is shown in the Figure 2.8(a). Corner filling 
and non–filling behaviors could also be explained using the graphical 2D plot as shown 
in Figure 2.8(b). The plot shows that when the point falls in the shaded region, the droplet 
will fill the channel corners. When the points fall on D+ or D– region, the droplet will lead 
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to no filling of the channel corners also, known as enclosure condition. Many researchers 
have used this for understanding the droplet behavior in the gas channels of PEMFCs and 





Figure 2.8: (a) Model showing the angles made by the droplet near the channel corner wedge and (b) 
2D plot representing the Concus-Finn condition for wedge surface. When the contact angle of the 
wedge material falls in the shaded region, then the corner of the channel would be filled. If the 
contact angle point falls in the non–shaded region then the channel corners would remain non–filled. 
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2.5 Ex situ and In situ Water Visualization Techniques  
Exploration of two-phase transport inside a porous GDL is not an easy task, either 
by performing experiments or numerical simulations. There have been several methods 
that have been used to visualize the liquid water removal from PEMFCs by performing ex 
situ as well as in situ experiments. Some of the imaging techniques that have been 
explicitly used are neutron radiography [88, 97-99], X–ray radiography [100], 
fluorescence microscopy [101], nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) microscopy [102], 
and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) [103-106]. Litster et al. in 2006 conducted an ex 
situ experiment to visualize liquid water transport through the reactant gas channel using 
a fluorescence microscopy technique [106]. For this work, fluorescein dye solution was 
pumped through the GDL and imaged using fluorescence microscopy. It was found that 
the liquid moved through the GDL pores through a certain defined path, which forms 
finger like structure between two droplets that emerges as shown in Figure 2.9(a). On the 
contrary, Pasaogullari and Wang in 2004 predicted that water transport through the GDL 
to the channel region follows an “upside down tree” network as shown in Figure 2.9(b) 
[107]. Manke et al. in 2007 reported that liquid water generated at the catalyst layer 
travels through the GDL layer to the rib or land region [100]. Water from under the land 
region is drained into the channel region as shown in Figure 2.9(c).  







Figure 2.9: Different theories proposed for understanding the droplet movement from the 
catalyst layer to the channel region. (a) Droplet movement from the catalyst layer to a channel 
through the GDL by fingering and channeling pathway. Adapted from [106], (b) The upside 
down tree model for water removal from the catalyst layer to GDL surface. Adapted from [107]. 
(c) Liquid water generated in the catalyst layer travels through the GDL layer from under the 
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Later on, other techniques such as X–ray radiography, ultrasound, NMR and MRI 
microscopy techniques became popular for the visualization of water in PEMFCs. In 
1999, researchers from the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) 
developed neutron imaging technologies to investigate water transport in PEMFCs [98]. 
Satija et al. in 2004 designed their PEMFC such that they could visualize liquid water 
production, transportation and removal from the fuel cell using neutron imaging 
techniques [97]. Owejan et al. in 2006 also performed in situ testing on an interdigitated 
cathode flow field to quantify the amount of liquid water transport through the porous 
GDL in a PEMFC [96]. The results showed that the water accumulated in certain regions 
of the porous media while there were few regions where the reactant gases established a 
consistent in-plane transport path through the porous media. Neutron imaging has the 
capability to image the diffusion media easily. For in situ experiments of water 
quantification, neutron radiography and MRI microscopy techniques [97, 99, 102-104] 
have been very promising due to their non–intrusive nature and their ability to visualize 
the liquid inside a porous GDL. However, their extensive application is restricted by high 
cost, limited availability and complex modification to the system[108]. 
There have been several other methods used to investigate water management 
issues in a cost effective way. One of the methodologies uses transparent materials to 
visualize the gas channel[88, 109-114]. Tuber et al. first studied the effect of GDL 
material on water management using transparent material for the fuel cell assembly. They 
visualized the water emergence using optical imaging technique. It was experimentally 
verified that the hydrophobic coating (PTFE) applied on the GDL fibers affects the water 
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transport in the cell. It was observed that the water distribution was much more random 
within the channel and not a continuous process. Esposito et al. used a fluorescent die 
and transparent ex situ setup to visualize the droplet deformation when it was exposed to 
the gas flow in the channel [114]. They were able to visualize the advancing and receding 
contact angle made by the droplet due to the shear force exerted by the airflow in the 
channel.  
Kandlikar et al. have performed extensive work by using visually accessible fuel 
cell [109, 115-119]. Sapphire windows, which are transparent, have been used to 
visualize the gas channel to study the effect of GDL, channel geometry and flow 
maldistribution in the PEMFCs. They were able to classify the water flow pattern as a 
function of the water and the superficial air velocities in the channel. They also found that 
water emergence on the GDL was a more dynamic and discrete process when compared 
to the continuous water eruption mechanism suggested by the previous researchers. The 
water emergence follows a mechanism similar to the Haines Jump process, shown in 
Figure 2.10, observed in geological studies. Haines Jump mechanism is described as the 
liquid movement through a porous material. Here the liquid would emerge to the surface 
of the porous material at one location and drain all the liquid there. The next pore 
location where the liquid has filled the pores completely would drain out on the surface 
and the process continues. Hence, the liquid emergence on the surface of the porous 
material is a discontinuous process. Studies were also conducted to understand the GDL 
intrusion effect into the gas channels, and it was observed that the channel area was 
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reduced due to uneven compression of the GDL and an increase in the pressure drop due 
to intrusion in the channels.  
 
Figure 2.10: Water emergence from the GDL into the gas channel follows Haines Jump Mechanism. 
Adapted from [118]. 
Visualization of the gas channel has provided valuable information about the 
droplet dynamics in the gas channel of PEMFC’s. However, fundamental understanding 
of the different phenomena and different forces affecting the water removal process from 
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2.6 Different Phenomena Affecting the Water Removal from 
Gas Channels 
It was revealed from the literature that the water accumulation at the corners 
where the GDL and the channel walls of the gas channel meet leads to increased pressure 
drop in the channels [91, 92]. Water stagnation in the gas channels hinders the reactant 
gas flow to the catalyst layer where the reaction occurs, and lowers the overall efficiency 
of the cell [120, 121]. Water removal from the gas channel is dependent on several 
factors such as gas velocity, contact angle on the GDL and channel wall surfaces, Δθ, 
droplet emergence location, and the cross sectional geometry of the channel [88, 89, 91-
94, 117-133]. Gas flow in the channel can exert a pressure force on the droplet modifying 
its shape, detaching it from the GDL and the channel wall surfaces, and removing it from 
the gas channel [128-131].  
2.6.1 Forces Affecting Droplet Removal 
A droplet or a slug (elongated droplet touching the sidewalls) experiences 
different forces that act on it and determine its movement in the gas channel. Figure 2.11 
shows the different forces acting on a droplet which include gravity (Fg), surface tension 
(Fσ) and the drag force (FD) applied due to the gas flow in the channel [134, 135]. It is 
seen that the droplet moves in the gas channel when the gravity and drag forces overcome 
the surface tension force holding the droplet in the channel. 
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Figure 2.11: Different forces acting on a droplet in the PEMFC gas channel. 
The effect of gravity on the droplet (or slug) depends on the size of the droplet. 
This is generally governed by the Bond number, 𝐵𝑜 = 
𝜌𝑔𝐷2
𝜎
, which is the ratio of the 
gravity force to the surface tension force. It is reported that if Bo ~ 0.1 or lower, the 
surface tension forces are dominant in the system and the gravity forces can be neglected 
[120, 136]. Since the channel size used for gas channels is smaller than about 1 mm, the 
droplet sizes in the channel are also quite small. Hence, most of the studies in PEMFCs 
neglect the gravity effect on the droplet. However, it is also seen in few studies that 
gravity does have an effect on the droplets in the PEMFC gas channels [119, 132, 134, 
137-139]. 
Kimball et al. performed a study to understand the effect of gravity on water 
movement in the gas channel [134]. They mentioned that the motion of the slug in the gas 
channel is gravity dependent when the fuel cell is placed vertically. The reactant gas 
channels are blocked and the current density fluctuates when the slug has to move against 
gravity. They also found that the gravity effects were amplified when the large pore for 
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droplet emergence was under the channel region. However, when the large pore was 
under the land region, the gravity effects diminished [137]. Yi et al. also studied the 
effect of gravity on fuel cell performance and concluded that at an optimized 
gravitational angle for cell orientation, the output power of PEMFC stack can be 
enhanced greatly [138]. Chen and Wu studied the effect of gravity on water discharge in 
PEMFC gas channels [139]. They concluded that the excess water present in the cathode 
channel is easily removed from the cell when the anode channel orientation is upwards. 
They also suggested that the placement of the anode and the cathode is very important for 
the performance of the PEMFC. Lu et al. studied the effect of the orientation of the cell 
on water distribution and flow patterns in the gas channels and also found that the vertical 
orientation of the cell was beneficial for the water flow pattern and the two phase flow in 
the gas channels as compared to a horizontal cell [119]. Cheah et al. performed 
experiments to understand the effect of gravity and surface wettability on the liquid 
behavior in the PEMFC gas channels [140]. They suggested that the selection of channel 
geometry, surface wettability, and orientation for the fuel cell flow channel should not be 
made in isolation. Horizontally mounted hydrophilic square channels would produce 
large slugs that would require lower energy for removal. However, these large slugs 
would produce large mass transport resistances for the reactant gas to diffuse to the 
catalyst layer. On the other hand, a hydrophobic square channel would produce smaller 
slug and require more energy for its removal. However, the smaller slugs would 
minimize the problems of reactant transport. Das et al. studied the effect of adhesion 
force on the liquid water removal from the GDL [132]. They reported that for droplets 
smaller than 1.5 mm in diameter, the gravity effect could be neglected. However, when 
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the droplet size is above 2 mm or Bo is above 0.14, gravity has a significant effect on 
their removal. Therefore, it can be concluded from these studies that the gravity effect in 
the PEMFC gas channel can be neglected only when the droplet diameter is smaller than 
1 mm or Bo less than 0.1, otherwise it needs to be considered in the analysis.  
The surface tension forces also play a major role in the droplet removal process. 
The adhesion force exerted by the surface tension on the droplet is a function of the 
surface wettability defined by the contact angle (θ) and the contact angle hysteresis (Δθ) 
[27]. When Δθ of a material is high, a larger drag force is required from the airflow in the 
channel to remove the droplet. When a droplet interface has an angle θ < 90°, it is called 
a hydrophilic surface and the liquid would spread. In an interface with θ > 90°, known as 
a hydrophobic surface, the liquid repels the surface and tries to attain a spherical shape. 
Droplet removal from a hydrophobic surface is easier as the force required to remove the 
droplet is less than a hydrophilic surface for a given Δθ. The GDL being a hydrophobic 
surface allows droplet removal relatively easily as compared to a hydrophilic channel 
surface.  
 There have been many analytical models proposed in the past to understand the 
effect of different forces acting on a droplet growing on the base of a microchannel [124, 
125, 127, 128, 141-144]. These models generally employ force balance or torque balance 
to evaluate the effect of different parameters and membrane properties on droplet 
formation and its removal. Luca et al. tried to validate these two models with 
experimental data available in literature and found that the force balance model yields 
better results when wall shear stress is above 7 Pa and membrane pore diameter is below 
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1.5µm [144]. On a similar note, Chen et al. presented a simplified model based on 
macroscopic force balance and droplet geometry approximation for predicting the 
instability in the droplet which leads to its removal from the GDL surface [128]. Zhang et 
al. performed experimental and analytical studies and developed a correlation for the 
droplet detachment diameter from the GDL surface in terms of velocity and Reynolds 
Number (Re) [120]. Similarly, Ha et al. performed experimental study to understand the 
droplet detachment characteristic from the GDL and complimented it with a simplified 
model [145]. The model was used as a criterion to estimate the droplet instability and 
removal tendency in the gas channel.  
Hao and Cheng performed numerical simulations using the Lattice Boltzmann 
method to understand the influence of gas flow velocity and GDL surface wettability on 
droplet detachment size and droplet removal time from a gas channel [141, 142]. They 
also developed analytical models based on force balance to predict the droplet 
detachment size and the shear force required to move the droplet on a hydrophobic wall 
in terms of dynamic contact angles for a steady velocity profile. Similarly, Cho et al. 
investigated the dynamics of liquid water in PEMFC gas channels through numerical and 
analytical studies [124, 125]. They used CFD simulations to determine the droplet 
detachment velocity by comparing the wall adhesion and drag force. They found that the 
viscous force has a significant impact on smaller droplets at lower air velocities, whereas 
the pressure drag is dominant for larger droplets. Golpaygan and Ashgriz conducted a 
numerical study to understand the effect of gas flow properties and liquid droplet on the 
droplet mobility in the gas channel. It was observed that surface tension has the greatest 
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influence among the parameters affecting the droplet mobility [129]. The higher the 
surface tension, the more difficult it is to remove the droplet from the microchannel. 
Theodorakakos et al. numerically investigated the detachment of a liquid droplet from the 
GDL surface under the influence of air in cross flow [130]. They provided a correlation 
to find the critical air velocity, for a given droplet size, at which the droplet is removed 
from the GDL. This data was compared with the experimental results, and the adhesion 
force between the liquid droplet and the solid surface was estimated. From all these 
works, the GDL and channel wall surfaces are seen to have a major influence on the 
liquid water removal from the gas channels. 
2.6.1.1 Effect of GDL Surface on Droplet Removal 
Surface forces depend mainly on the advancing contact angle, receding contact 
angle, and the Δθ on the material surface. In general, different GDL materials used in 
PEMFCs possess different surface characteristics, and thus, differ in their droplet 
accumulation characteristics within the gas channel [24, 25, 111, 131, 146, 147]. Droplet 
pinning on the GDL surface is considered by many researchers as a principal issue in the 
water removal process on a surface [88, 90, 101, 112, 113, 117, 118, 130, 133]. Clearly, 
pinning of the droplet on the GDL is not preferred for efficient PEMFC operation. The 
effect of contact angle of the GDL on droplet pinning and its removal was investigated 
without considering the effect of sidewall in a PEMFC gas channel. It was found that the 
forces with which the droplet is held on the GDL surface depend completely on the 
advancing contact angle of the droplet on the GDL [148]. For the droplet to be removed 
from the GDL surface, the airflow in the channel has to overcome the surface forces with 
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which the droplet is held on the GDL. The airflow in the channel changes the contact 
angle of the droplet when it starts to move. The airflow rate required to remove a droplet 
depends on the Δθ of that GDL [130]. Therefore, the advancing and receding contact 
angle information for evaluating the droplet pinning on the GDL surface would be 
beneficial.  
Polverino et al. developed a numerical model of a droplet growing on the GDL 
surface to describe its behavior on the GDL surface [149]. Using a force balance, they 
found that droplet pinning on the GDL and oscillations of the droplet caused by the 
airflow in the channel affect its behavior in the PEMFC gas channel. Wang et al. 
modeled a single phase as well as a two–phase fluid flow in the gas channel [150]. They 
proposed that the water accumulation in the GDL is dependent on the capillary action and 
the molecular diffusion taking place in the through plane direction. They also mentioned 
that the surface tension forces acting on the droplet determines the water removal from 
the gas channel. In minichannels, as in the PEMFC, droplet removal from the gas channel 
is not only dependent on the contact angle the droplet makes with the GDL but it also 
depends on the advancing and receding contact angle it makes with the sidewall. 
Depending on the surface wettability and the airflow rate in the gas channel, different 
water flow patterns are observed in the PEMFC gas channels. Different flow patterns 
observed are droplet flow, mist flow, film flow and slug flow and are shown in Figure 
2.12. It was seen that the droplet is the initial stage of water when it emerges on the GDL. 
It then combines with the other nearby droplets to form film or slug flow. Slug flows are 
more dominant at lower air and water velocities whereas film flow is most prominent 
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during higher air and water velocities as shown in Figure 2.13. Avoiding slug flow at 
lower air velocities is one of the important issues that need to be addressed to improve the 
PEMFC efficiency. 
    
(a) (b) (c) (d) 
Figure 2.12: Different water flow pattern observed in the PEMFC gas channels in terms of 
increasing flow resistance a) Droplet b) Mist c) Film d) Slug  
He et al. developed a two–fluid model, and presented another simplified 
numerical model to obtain the droplet detachment diameter that takes into account the 
effect of surface properties of the GDL [146]. The results showed that a lower surface 
tension and a higher contact angle of the liquid at the GDL–channel interface are 
beneficial for water removal as they result in smaller droplet sizes at detachment.  
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Figure 2.13: Flow pattern map for polycarbonate sidewall and MRC–105 GDL for different water 
(UL) and airflow (UG) rates. Adapted from [119].  
Tuber et al. used a transparent material for the gas channel walls to elucidate the 
effect of GDL materials on water management in PEMFCs [111]. They reported that 
hydrophilic GDLs spread the water on the GDL surface and lead to higher water 
accumulation in the gas channels. This increases the pressure drop in the channel and 
decreases the fuel cell efficiency. Kumbur et al. developed a theoretical model to predict 
the influence of GDL hydrophobicity and Δθ on the mobility of the droplet and its 
removal [131]. It was seen that at high gas flow rates, the surface hydrophobicity of the 
GDL helps in the removal of the droplet. At low gas flow rates, hydrophobicity of the 
GDL has only a small influence on droplet removal. Chen et al. provided simplified 
models for predicting the water droplet removal from the GDL based on a macroscopic 
force balance [128]. They found that the droplet removal could be enhanced by 
increasing the flow channel length or mean gas flow velocity, in combination with 
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decreasing the channel height or the Δθ, as well as increasing the hydrophobicity of the 
GDL.  
2.6.1.2 Effect of Channel Material Properties on Droplet Removal  
Earlier works reported in this area indicate that material properties of the channel 
sidewall have great influence on water transport in the gas channel [119, 148, 152-154]. 
It is seen that even though the water moved faster on a hydrophobic surface, having a 
hydrophobic channel sidewall is disadvantageous for gas diffusion to the catalyst layer 
and fuel cell performance [152]. Quan and Lai performed a numerical simulation to 
understand water management in gas channels and found that a hydrophilic channel 
surface facilitates the transport of reactant gases to the reaction sites by transporting the 
water along the channel edges [153]. This acts as an effective water management strategy 
in the gas channels. On the other hand, hydrophilic surface also increases the pressure 
drop due to liquid water spreading, forming slugs and leading to blockages in the 
channels. Zhu et al. conducted a numerical study to understand the effect of surface 
wettability on droplet removal from the gas channels [148]. They proposed that 
hydrophilic channel walls spread water to the channel corners leading to film flow and 
eventually resulting in blocking of the gas flow pathways. A similar experimental study 
was performed by Lu et al. and found that hydrophilic channels help in uniform water 
distribution along the GDL surface [119]. They also stated that hydrophilic gas channel 
walls help in creating film flow in the channel and therefore reduce the pressure drop in 
the channel. Zhang et al. also studied the effect of channel material properties and found 
that the hydrophilicity of the channel surface facilitates the removal of the water by 
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wicking it into the channel corners [120]. Therefore, from all these work, it is seen that 
both hydrophilic and hydrophobic channels have their own merits and demerits. 
2.6.1.3 Effect of Channel Cross Sectional Geometry on Droplet Removal  
It was also noted that the channel geometry has an important effect on water 
management in the PEMFC gas channels. Owejan et al. performed an in situ study to 
understand the effect of gas channel properties on water accumulation in PEMFCs [133]. 
They stated that triangular cross–sectional channels retained less water as compared to 
rectangular channels at a given current density Zhu et al. performed a numerical 
investigation on six different channel geometries to understand which geometry performs 
best for a PEMFC gas channel [154]. It was observed that the detachment time, 
detachment diameter, and removal time of water droplets were found to be lower for 
triangular and trapezoidal channels, and higher for rectangular and upside down trapezoid 
channels. It was also seen that the normalized friction factor was highest for the upside 
down trapezoid and lowest for the semicircle as shown in Figure 2.14(a). A similar study 
was performed by Lu et al., and reported that sinusoidal and trapezoidal channels 
produce lower pressure drops in the channel compared to rectangular gas channels as 
shown in Figure 2.14(b) [119].  





Figure 2.14: (a) Comparison of the normalized friction factor for different channel geometry as a 
function of time. Adapted from {Zhu, 2010 #150} (b) Comparison of the pressure drop factor in 
different reactant channel geometries at air velocity of 1.5 x 10–3 m/s. Adapted from [119]. 
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Wang et al. performed two–phase flow modeling with different channel 
geometries and reported that water generally is trapped around the geometrical 
heterogeneity [150]. Akhtar et al. researched the effect of the aspect ratio of the gas 
channel on fuel cell efficiency and showed that the measured pressure drop decreases 
with increasing channel cross sectional area [155]. It was also seen that for the same cross 
sectional area but for different aspect ratio, the pressure drop was significantly different. 
Hence, the aspect ratio is believed to play an important role in the water transport 
phenomena occurring in the fuel cell.  
According to most researchers, sinusoidal channels seem to perform much better 
in terms of water removal and pressure drop in the system. However, sinusoidal channels 
provide high electrical contact resistance and the stamping process of making channels is 
very difficult. The next best channel configuration that could be used for gas channels are 
the trapezoidal channels, which are cheap and easy to manufacture.  
However, a trapezoidal channel can have different channel angles and the 
trapezoidal channel angle that provides the best-working configuration has not yet been 
identified. To evaluate the importance of the trapezoid channel angle, Hwang et al. 
conducted a simulation to verify the droplet dynamics at the channel corner [156]. It was 
seen that the effect of the sidewall became more prominent as the open angle between the 
sidewall and the base decreased. To investigate the water accumulation and removal 
processes from the gas channel at a microscopic level, Rath and Kandlikar analyzed the 
droplet interactions with the sidewall of a trapezoidal gas channel at different channel 
open angles [90]. They found that the droplet interacted with the channel walls in two 
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ways: the droplet exhibited either fill or not–fill conditions at the corner. They used the 
Concus–Finn condition to predict the corner filling behavior of the droplet [85-87]. Rath 
and Kandlikar also observed a droplet jumping behavior (droplet would detach from the 
horizontal base surface and move completely towards the sidewall of the channel) at the 
transition angle between corner filling and non–filling for a given material pair [89]. 
Transition angle is a channel open angle for a given material pair below which the droplet 
remained pinned to the sidewall and not fills the channel corners. However, at angles 
greater than the transition angle, the droplet would fill the channel corners. Das et al. also 
worked on a similar problem where they analyzed why the droplet always remains at a 
finite distance from the corner, referring it to as the “enclosure effect” [95]. They 
mentioned that the enclosure effect is dependent on the size of the droplet, surface 
wettability and the dynamics of the drop evaporation. The authors also noted that the 
evaporation flux plays an important role at the three-phase contact line of the droplet and 
dictates the enclosure effect.  
There has been a remarkable amount of research done on the water management 
issue in PEMFCs. However, there is still a need for thorough understanding of the droplet 
behavior at the channel corners to understand the intricate details that affect the droplet 
pinning and water removal process inside the gas channels. Rath and Kandlikar studied 
the droplet–sidewall interactions on a polycarbonate sidewall [90]. However, the research 
was performed in a static condition where no airflow conditions in the system were 
analyzed. On the other hand, in an actual fuel cell, airflow in the gas channel is a very 
important criterion, which affects liquid water removal from the channel. Therefore, the 
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work presented in this dissertation focuses on the behavior of the droplet and its 
interaction with the channel sidewall in the presence of gas flow. This work corresponds 
to the actual droplet behavior that prevails in a PEMFC and will help in gaining better 
insight into droplet dynamics, droplet pinning on the GDL and channel wall surface, and 
the effect of gas flow on droplet–channel wall interactions. This work will also help in 
providing guidance in designing the gas channel configuration for PEMFCs such that it 
will reduce water accumulation in the gas channel and decrease gas transport resistance 
in the PEMFC’s channels. In this work, effect of different channel wall material and GDL 
materials would be studied to get an in-depth knowledge on how these materials affect 
the droplet removal from a trapezoidal channel work at different air velocities. The flow 
pattern transition of the liquid flow in the gas channel would also be mapped as a 
function of channel open angle, different GDL and channel wall materials and air 
velocity inside the channel.   
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Chapter 3 Experimental Setup 
3.1 Designing of Ex Situ Setup  
The ex situ setup used in the present study is shown in Figure 3.1. The test section 
consists of different plates mounted on top of each other to form the single channel 
experimental setup. The test setup consists of a base plate, which holds the GDL on top 
of it. An inlet for the water droplet was made on the base plate near the channel end to 
allow the water to emerge onto the GDL and visualize the droplet interactions with the 
sidewall of the channel. The channel sidewall consists different open angles (30°,45°, 
50°, 60°, 90°) machined on the sidewall plates. These plates were placed on top of the 
GDL layer. The top wall was placed above the sidewall plates to form a complete 100 
mm long channel. 
 
Figure 3.1: Experimental test set up used for visualization of the droplet dynamics inside the gas 
channel.  
It was demonstrated previously in the literature that the material roughness 





plateWater injection at the 
center of the channel
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157]. To avoid such discrepancies in our experiments, the channel walls were smoothed 
using emery cloth after machining. The surface roughness of the sidewalls was measured 
using a Confocal Laser Scanning Microscope (CLSM), and the corresponding images of 
the different channel walls and the GDL samples used in this study are shown in Figure 
3.2. The surface roughness factor for the different sidewall materials was confirmed to be 
less than 900 nm from the image slices and is summarized in Table I.  
 
(a) (b) (c) 
 
(d) (e) (f) 
Figure 3.2: Confocal laser scanning microscope (CLSM) images of different GDL and channel wall 
materials (a) MRC–105 (b) SGL–25BC (c) TGP–H–060 (d) Cu-110 (e) Graphite Composite (f) SS-
2205 
In our experiments, we also studied the effect of different channel wall and GDL 
material effect on the droplet dynamics inside the gas channel. Stainless steel (SS–2205), 
copper (Cu–110) and graphite composite are a few of the most commonly used materials 
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for the bipolar plates in the PEMFCs. Therefore, all three of these channel sidewall 
materials were tested. Along with this, different GDL materials such as SGL–25BC, 
MRC–105 with 6% PTFE and TGP–H–060 with 6% PTFE were tested to understand the 
effect of GDL material on droplet removal from the PEMFC gas channel. To evaluate the 
performance difference due to GDL aging or deterioration, MRC–105 that was run for 40 
and 125 hours in in situ experiment previously was compared with a fresh GDL sample 
performance [119].  
Table I: Surface roughness measured for the different sidewall materials used.  
Material Surface Roughness (Ra) 
Copper (Cu–110) 554 nm 
Graphite Composite 873 nm 
Stainless Steel (SS–2205) 558 nm 
Polycarbonate (LexanTM) 666 nm 
 
3.2 Experimentation 
The ex situ experimental setup consists of four different sections connected to it 
as shown in Figure 3.3. The different sections are as following (1) water system (2) 
airflow system (3) visualization section and (4) pressure drop measuring system. Water 
section consists of water stream coming from the main line that was passed through 
deionized water generator to remove the ions from the water. The deionized water was 
introduced on the GDL surface using a syringe pump from Harvard Apparatus (Model 11 
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Plus). A low water flow rate of 0.005 ml/min was used for the experiments, which 
corresponds to a current density of 0.3 A/cm2 for an active area of 2.9 cm2. The 
calculation for the superficial water flow rate corresponding to the current density in the 
PEMFC system is shown in Appendix I. Experiments were also performed with a water 
inlet flow rate of 0.05 ml/min, which corresponded to the water generation rate for a 
current density of 3 A/cm2 for an active area of 2.9 cm2. There was no difference in the 
observed droplet behavior between the two water flow rates used. Therefore, to minimize 
the experimental time, water flow rate of 0.05 ml/min was chosen for all the experiments 
performed with 3 mm hydraulic diameter channels.  
 













High Speed Camera 
(Top View)
High Speed Camera 
(Front View)
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The airflow into the gas channel from the Parker Balston HPZA 18000 Zero Air 
Generator was via an air manifold that was attached to the system at the rear end. The gas 
flow was controlled using a rotameter, which was attached just before the air manifold. 
Experiments were performed by varying the air velocity inside the channel. As the 
channel sizes used were larger than real world fuel cell dimensions, the airflow rates used 
in the system were matched according to the air velocities (v) observed in the real fuel 
cell used for automobile application. The superficial air velocities between 0.2 and 2.4 
m/s were simulated for a range of current densities from 0.1 to 1.1 A/cm2 for stoich of 1 
and 2. These values would correspond to an active area of 50 cm2 in a typical fuel cell 
that meets the Department of Energy specifications [133]. The superficial air velocity 
calculation corresponding to the current density in the PEMFC system is shown in 
Appendix I. The relationship between the air velocities used in this experiment 
corresponding to the actual current densities for a single channel of dimension 183 mm 
long, 0.4 mm deep and 0.7 mm wide is shown in Table II.  
The visualization section consists of the high-speed video recordings to visualize 
the droplet dynamics in the gas channel. High–speed videos were recorded using the 
Keyence VW–6000 high–speed digital camera. The droplet dynamics with the sidewall 
were captured at a frame rate of 250 fps. Videos were obtained from front as well as top 
view to understand the droplet-corner interaction and the flow pattern transition observed 
inside the gas channel as a function of channel angle, air velocity and material properties 
(base and wall contact angle). During experimentation, the air velocity was set to a 
desired value and the droplet was allowed to grow on the GDL surface. As the droplet 
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continued to grow, it would encounter the channel sidewall, similar to the process that 
would occur in a PEMFC gas channel. This process was captured and post processed 
using the Keyence Motion Analyzer software at 3X magnification. The uncertainty in the 
contact angle measurement was determined to be within the range of ± 2°. 
Table II: Air velocities with corresponding current densities calculated for a channel active area of 
18.4 cm2 
Current Density (A/cm2) Stoichiometry Air Velocities (m/s) 
0.1 1 0.24 
0.1 2 0.48 
0.3 1 0.73 
0.3 2 1.46 
0.5 1 1.21 
0.5 2 2.43 
0.7 1 1.70 
0.9 1 2.18 
1.1 1 2.67 
 
Last section in the experimentation is the pressure drop measuring system. 
Pressure tap was made on the top plate of the test setup just before the droplet emergence 
location to measure the instantaneous pressure drop across the droplet in the system. 
Pressure drop data across the droplet was measured using a Honeywell FWD differential 
pressure sensor (0 – 1 psi range) connected via pressure tap. The accuracy of the pressure 
sensor was ± 0.25% of full–scale reading. A LabVIEW program was used to record the 
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pressure drop across the droplet. A snapshot of the front panel of the program and the 
connection diagram is shown in Figure 3.4. All the data measured were post processed 
and are discussed in detail in the results section (Section 4). The entire test section was 
mounted on top of a test stand on a vibration isolation table to mitigate any discrepancies 
due to vibrations. 
The thickness of the GDL used for the experiments were approximately 245 µm. 
A 178 µm thick PTFE gasket was used to ensure the appropriate compression under the 
applied load. In the GDL, a preferential pore of 180 – 200 µm was made for the droplet 
to appear on the surface at a desired location of 5 mm away from the channel exit to 
provide easier visualization access and capture the droplet dynamics. Since the droplet 
size introduced in the channel before it contacted the sidewall was much larger than the 
inlet pore size, the effect of pore diameter on the droplet interaction with the gas channel 
walls can be neglected.  
For different channel angles used in our study, the channel cross section was 
varied in order to maintain a constant hydraulic diameter of 3 mm. The channel sizes 
used were slightly larger than the actual fuel cell dimensions to provide visible access to 
the droplet and its behavior inside the channel. Further work on smaller channels with 
cross section of 0.4 x 0.7 mm was performed later to understand how the scaling of the 
system affects the water droplet behavior inside the PEMFC gas channel, the results of 
which are discussed in detail in Section 4.7. 
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(a) 
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(b) 
Figure 3.4: (a) Image of the LabVIEW connection diagram used for the pressure drop measurement (b) Front panel view of the pressure drop 
measurement. 
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Prior to determining the desired angular configuration of the trapezoid channel for 
efficient water removal from the PEMFC, it is necessary and important to measure the Δθ 
of the channel material used for the study. In order to quantify the Δθ, the advancing 
contact angle θA as well as the receding contact angle θR were measured for all the 
sidewall and base GDL materials. The contact angle measurement was done using the 
VCA Optima Surface Analysis System, which uses sessile drop method to measure the 
contact angles, and the corresponding measurements for different GDL and sidewall 
materials are given in Table III.  
Table III: Static advancing, receding contact angles and contact angle hysteresis of sidewall and 
GDL materials 
Material Advancing Contact 
Angle (θA) 




MRC–105 with 6% PTFE 148 138 10 
TGP–H–060 with 6% PTFE 145 127 17 
SGL–25BC 148 136 12 
40 hours MRC–105 GDL 144 136 8 
125 hours MRC–105 GDL 132 123 9 
Polycarbonate 86 61 25 
Copper (Cu–110) 80 53 27 
Graphite Composite 84 34 50 
Stainless Steel (SS–2205) 81 60 19 
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In order to analyze the droplet dynamics, the contact angles the droplet makes with 
the sidewall and the base GDL are required. The Figure 3.5 shows the different contact 
angles the droplet makes with the sidewall and the base. Droplet pinning on the surface is 
dependent on the lower contact line (LCL) and inner contact line (ICL) [158]. Near the 
channel corner, θW is the angle made by the LCL of the droplet with the sidewall and θB 
is the angle made by the ICL of the droplet with the base. When there is airflow in the 
system, the contact angle made by the droplet on the base and the channel wall cannot be 
defined by the static advancing and receding contact angles. The contact angle on the 
surface differs at every instant of time due to oscillation in the droplet. Therefore, the 
instantaneous dynamic contact angles (IDCA) the droplet made with the channel wall and 
the GDL were measured on each frame of the video that was captured during 
experimentation in the presence of airflow. The IDCA of a material is the measurement 
of advancing contact angles made by a droplet at a given instant of time on a given 
surface in the presence of airflow in the system. 
These angles determine the droplet filling criteria of the channel corner where the 
sidewall and base meet. In PEMFCs, once the droplet fills the channel corner, it acts as a 
viable pinning site for other successive droplets that emerge onto the channel. These 
droplets will merge with each other, and eventually will lead to droplet accumulation and 
channel flooding on the GDL surface. Therefore, it is very important to prevent the 
droplet from filling the corners of the channel. 
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Figure 3.5: Image of a droplet touching the base GDL and the sidewall of a channel. This shows the 
different contact lines the droplet makes with the different surfaces. Adapted from [90]  
As mentioned earlier, the Concus–Finn condition was used to predict the liquid 
behavior in the corner of a channel. They used the 2D graph as shown in Figure 2.8(b) for 
predicting the droplet behavior in the corner of the channel. To make the plots simple to 
understand for our particular application, instead of drawing the whole box to indicate the 
filling region as shown by Concus–Finn in their work, only the upper limit line of the box 
was used. This would imply that for any contact angle points falling below the Concus–
Finn limit (CFL) line or transition point, the droplet would move towards the corner of 
the channel and would ultimately fill the corner of the channel. If the IDCA point falls 
above the CFL line, then the droplet would remain pinned to the sidewall and not move 
towards the channel corner. Therefore, using the static contact angles, the CFL for non–
filling condition of the channel corners is predicted by the Eq. 3.2 
θB
θW
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 2𝛼 ≤ (𝜃𝐵 + 𝜃𝑊) − 𝜋  [3.2] 
where 𝜃𝐵 is the advancing contact angle for the base material and 𝜃𝑊 is the advancing 
contact angle for the sidewall.  
The theoretical estimation of the transition angle from non–filling to filling condition for 
the material pairs used in this work is shown in Table IV. It was found from this data that 
all material combinations had the transition angles near 50° (48° – 53°). According to the 
Concus–Finn condition, the open angles below the transition angle will not fill the 
channel corners and for any open angles above the transition angle, the droplet will fill 
the channel corners. 
Table IV: Transition angles from non–filling to filling for a given material pair 
Material Pair Transition Angles  
MRC–105 – Polycarbonate 53° 
MRC–105 – Copper (Cu–110) 48° 
MRC–105 – Graphite  52° 
MRC–105 – Stainless Steel (SS–2205)  49° 
TGP–H–060 – Polycarbonate 50° 
SGL–25BC– Polycarbonate 51° 
40 hours MRC–105– Polycarbonate 49° 
125 hours MRC–105 – Polycarbonate 37° 
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Chapter 4 Experimental Results 
High–speed videos at frame rates of 250 fps were captured in order to see the 
droplet dynamic behavior in the gas channel with different trapezoidal angular 
configurations. Frame by frame analysis was performed on the videos to estimate the 
IDCA and the movement of the droplet with airflow. Pressure drop data was recorded for 
all the experiments performed and processed to evaluate the effect of different parameters 
(channel open angle, superficial air velocity, channel material, GDL material, GDL 
degradation, channel scaling and droplet inlet location) on the droplet dynamics in the 
system. More than 500 experimental cycles were performed and analyzed. Corner filling 
and non-filling behavior was analyzed for all the experiments performed. One of the 
major observations was that the IDCA made by the droplet on the sidewall and the GDL 
was outside the range of the static advancing and receding contact angles. The airflow 
causes oscillations in the droplet interface introducing significant variations in the 
associated dynamic contact angles.  
4.1 Effect of Channel Wall Angle 
To evaluate the effect of the channel trapezoid angle on the droplet dynamics, 
experiments were performed with five different sidewall angles (30°, 45°, 50°,60°, 90°) 
for air velocities of 0.4 and 2 m/s. Figure 4.1 shows the image sequence of the video 
captured for the droplet behavior at 30° for air velocity of 0.4 m/s. The video was 
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captured for the whole sequence of droplet dynamics i.e. from droplet growth until the 
droplet was removed from the channel. It was observed that a droplet in a channel 
undergoes a series of transitions as mentioned in Figure 4.1 before it is removed from the 
channel. The transition the droplet undergoes in all the channel is as follows.  
The droplet emerges on the GDL surface and continues to grow until it touches 
the top wall and spreads on the channel sidewall. Once the droplet spreads in the channel, 
it blocks the channel almost completely until the pressure in the channel increases so 
much that the droplet is removed. The droplet starts to move on the GDL and the channel 
surface along the airflow direction only when the pressure force from the air exceeds the 
surface tensions forces that are holding the droplet on the GDL. Once the droplet starts to 
move on the GDL surface it eventually gets pushed out of the channel. The whole 
sequence of droplet behavior inside the gas channel was common for all the trapezoid 
channel angles used but the only difference that was observed was in the corner filling 
and non–filling behavior with different open angles. 
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Figure 4.1: Sequence image of a single droplet behavior inside a 30° open angle channel made of 
polycarbonate sidewall and GDL base with 0.4 m/s air velocity introduced into the channel from the 
air manifold. The red circle in the image shows that the droplet does not fill the corner of the channel 
as the droplet makes its exit from the channel.  
In terms of corner filling and non–filling behavior, in a 30° channel the droplet 
did not fill the channel corners. Similar behavior was observed for the 45° channel as 
well. However, for 60° and 90° channel, the droplet filled the channel corner. Figure 4.2 
shows the sequence image of the video for a single droplet behavior in 60° channel. All 
these video images are recorded for a longer time span to visualize the successive droplet 
emergence and departure but for simplicity in Figure 4.2, sequence images of only one 
droplet emergence and departure have been shown.  
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Figure 4.2: Sequence image for the droplet dynamics in a 60° open angle channel made of a 
polycarbonate sidewall and GDL base with 0.4 m/s air velocity introduced into the channel from the 
air manifold. The red circle in the image shows that the corner of the channel is completely filled. 
To evaluate the experimental observations using Concus–Finn condition, the 
IDCA values the droplet made with the sidewall and the GDL were measured from the 
video and were plotted against each other. IDCA values were obtained by measuring the 
contact angle θW and θB the droplet made with the wall and the base respectively for each 
video frame until it filled the channel corner. This was extended for the entire range of 
open angles tested. The IDCA (θW and θB) data obtained from the experiments were 
plotted with the theoretical CFL line as shown in Figure 4.3. In the plots, even if one of 
the IDCA point fell below the CFL line, then the droplet would not remain pinned to the 
sidewall. Instead, it would slowly move towards the channel corner and fill it. 
The IDCA plot for 30° and 45° channels is shown in Figure 4.3(a), and 60° and 
90° channels is shown in Figure 4.3(b). In these plots, the solid line shows the theoretical 
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CFL for a particular channel angle. The dotted line for ΔθB and ΔθW shows the static Δθ 
observed for the base GDL and the sidewall respectively. The filled boxes in the plot 
shows the filling contact angle, i.e. the contact angle values that would attract the droplet 
towards the corner of the channel and the open boxes shows the non–filling dynamic 
contact angle values which would not lead to corner filling scenario. Figure 4.3 clearly 
shows that the IDCA points for the 30° and 45° channels obtained from the experimental 
results fell above the CFL line. This indicates that the droplet would not fill the corner, 
which matched the experimental results observed from the videos. For the 60° and 90° 
channels, the contact angle points fell below the CFL line showing that the corner should 
be filled. The observed results were similar for all the air velocities used in the study. 
These results were also consistent with the findings shown by Rath and Kandlikar for a 
static condition (no airflow rate introduced in the system) [89, 90]. However, for the 50° 
channel, which is near the transition point for corner filling behavior according to the 
Concus–Finn condition, the experimental results showed different behavior at different 
air velocities [94]. These results are discussed in more detail in the next section (Section 
4.2). 
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(a) (b) 
Figure 4.3: Dynamic contact angles made by the droplet at an air velocity of 0.4 m/s with the sidewall 
and the base GDL plotted against each other along with the theoretical CFL line shown by solid line. 
The solid boxes in the plot show the angles that lead to the droplet filling the corner of the channel 
and the open box shows the angle showing pinning of the droplet. For channel angle 30° and 45° the 
corner of the channel is not filled and for channel angles 60° and 90° the corner of the channel is 
filled. 
4.2 Effect of Superficial Air Velocities 
To understand the effect of airflow on the droplet behavior, similar experiments 
as mentioned above were conducted by keeping the channel angle constant and by 
varying the air velocity between 0.2 and 2 m/s. It was seen that for a 90° channel, the 
droplet filled the channel corners for all air velocities. Similar results were found for a 
60° channel as well. For 30° and 45° channel, the corners were not filled for any air 
velocities. Apart from corner filling and non–filling behavior for different channel open 
angles, there were some distinct differences observed in the droplet dynamics between 
lower and higher air velocities in the channel. These differences are listed below:  
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1) At lower air velocities between 0.2 and 1 m/s, the droplet blocked the channel 
completely (slug flow) before the air pushed the droplet out of the channel, whereas for 
higher air velocities between 1.1 and 1.6 m/s, the droplet was pushed out of the channel 
well before it blocked the channel completely (film flow).  
2) At much higher air velocities between 1.7 and 2.4 m/s, the droplet was 
removed from the channel well before it even touched the channel walls. More in depth 
theoretical analysis is performed on this behavior in the theoretical analysis section 
(Section 5) to understand the minimum velocity and minimum pressure force required in 
the channel to remove the droplet from the channel before it touches the channel wall.  
3) At lower air velocities, the droplet first translated in the direction of the 
sidewall, which eventually led to a filling or non–filling condition depending upon the 
trapezoid channel angle, and then moved in the direction of the airflow to be removed 
from the channel. At higher air velocities, the droplet first translated in the airflow 
direction and later moved on to the sidewall. 
4) The time required for the droplet to be removed from the channel from when it 
appears on the top of the GDL was high for lower air velocities (15 – 20 sec), while using 
higher air velocities cut the droplet removal time almost in half (5 – 10 sec).  
Another significant effect that was observed only for the 50° channel was that the 
droplet filling and non–filling of the channel corner was dependent on the air velocity. At 
lower air velocities between 0.2 and 0.4 m/s, the droplet filled the channel corner as 
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shown in Figure 4.4, whereas at higher air velocities (0.5 m/s onwards), the droplet did 
not fill the channel corner as shown in Figure 4.5.  
 
Figure 4.4: Sequence image of the droplet interaction with the polycarbonate sidewall and GDL base 
in a 50° open angle channel with 0.4 m/s air velocity introduced into the channel. Red circle in the 
image shows the corner filling of the channel by the droplet. 
 
Figure 4.5: Sequence image of the droplet interaction with the polycarbonate sidewall and GDL base 
in a 50° open angle channel with 1.6 m/s air velocity introduced into the channel. Red circle in the 
image shows that the droplet does not fill the corner of the channel. 
To evaluate the actual cause for this behavior, the IDCAs obtained from the 
experimental videos before filling the channel corners were plotted along with the 
theoretical CFL as shown in Figure 4.6. It was seen that for lower air velocities, the 
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IDCA made with the sidewall and the base GDL measured from the video were found to 
lie below the CFL line implying that the droplet should fill the channel corner, while for 
higher air velocities, the contact angle points were above the CFL line. These results were 
similar to what was observed from the experimental videos. From these observations, it 
can be inferred that the air velocities inside the channel manipulates the droplet and 
oscillates it before it contacts the sidewall. For open angles closer to transition angle, 
these oscillations in the droplet drive the channel corner filling and non–filling behavior 
at different air velocities. According to the static advancing contact angle values for the 
GDL and polycarbonate sidewall, the transition angle is 53°. Experimentally, a 50° 
channel marks the transition point from non–filling to filling.  
To further characterize the effect of airflow on the droplet in different channel 
angular configurations, the length of the sidewall (polycarbonate length) and the length of 
the GDL (GDL length) from the corner of the channel which were left non–wetted by the 
droplet for a given instant of time, as shown in Figure 4.7, were also measured and 
plotted. This will provide the amount of clearance length left open near the channel 
corner when the droplet is pinned onto the surface. This plot will also give insight on the 
time required by the droplet to fill the channel corner in a particular angular 
configuration.  
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(a) (b) 
Figure 4.6: Dynamic contact angles made by the droplet in a 50° open angle channel made up of 
polycarbonate sidewall and the base GDL plotted against each other along with the theoretical CFL 
line shown by solid line at different air velocities a) 0.2 m/s and b) 1.6 m/s  
 
Figure 4.7: Length of the sidewall (Lexan length) and the length of the GDL (GDL length) from the 
corner of the channel which was left non–wetted by the droplet at a given instant of time 
The length measurement was done manually using Keyence Motion Analyzer 
software by going through each frame in the video and measuring the wetted and non–
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sidewall and GDL surface for different channel angles plotted against time. It was seen 
from the plot that the droplet pinning to the channel wall and showing enclosure effect 
was prominent for a 45° channel as shown in Figure 4.8(a). Here the non–wetted length 
remained constant after certain time. This indicates that the droplet pinning phenomenon 
occurred on the surface, which would not allow the droplet to move towards the channel 
corner to fill it. Once the droplet is pinned to the sidewall from the LCL, the upper 
contact line (UCL) of the droplet as shown in Figure 3.5, starts to move more rapidly to 
block the channel and eventually getting removed from the channel. It was also seen that 
the clearance length near the channel corner was dependent on the air velocity introduced 
in the channel. The clearance length was larger for higher air velocities than lower air 
velocities.  
For 60° and 90° channels, the non–wetted length of the wall near the LCL became 
zero after 35 ms displaying the corner filling condition. This sequence was similar for all 
airflow rates studied. Droplet filling in the channel corner took place rapidly in these 
channels. When the same experiment was performed for the 50° channel, it was observed 
that for lower air velocities the non–wetted length of the wall approached to zero at 27 ms 
whereas for higher air velocities the non–wetted length of the wall never reached zero. 
This corresponds to the non–filling criteria in the channel where the droplet remains 
pinned to the sidewall and does not move forward on the wall surface to fill the corner. It 
can also be seen from the plot that the clearance length for the 50° channel at 1.6 m/s air 
velocity was lower than that in the 45° channel. Similarly, the clearance height at 1.6 m/s 
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air velocity in a 45° channel was smaller than that in the 30° channel. Therefore, it can be 
concluded that as the channel angle goes down the clearance length of the channel wall 





Figure 4.8: Plot of non–wetted length of GDL and sidewall from the corner of the channel for 
different channel angles as a function of air velocity. (a) 45° channel where the droplet is pinned to 
the channel sidewall and does not fill the corner of the channel for any air velocity (b) 60° channel 
where the droplet does not pin to the channel sidewall and fills the corner of the channel for all air 
flow rates (c) 50° channel where for lower air flow rates the droplet fills the corner of the channel 
(shown by red box) and for higher flow rate the droplet remains pinned to the sidewall and doesn’t 
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To understand how the airflow in the system produces oscillations in the droplet 
that affect the dynamic contact angle it makes with the wall and base of the PEMFC gas 
channel, the IDCA point just before the droplet started to move in the gas channel due to 
airflow was measured. Figure 4.9 shows the IDCA plot of a MRC–105 GDL and 
polycarbonate wall for different air velocities plotted against time for a 50° channel.  
  
(a) (b) 
Figure 4.9: IDCA plot of a droplet on the MRC–105 GDL and polycarbonate sidewall in a 50° 
channel at air velocities of (a) 0.2 m/s (b) 1.6 m/s. it is seen from the plot that the IDCA of the base 
wall are within the Δθ range however, the IDCA of sidewall is above the Δθ value. This shows that 
the air velocity in the channel produces oscillations in the droplet, which changes the contact angle 
the droplet makes with the wall.  
It can be seen from the plot that the advancing contact angle value changes very 
drastically for a given open angle channel with air velocity. The IDCA point for the 
channel wall did not fall under the Δθ value for the material used at all air velocities. For 
the GDL surface, at higher air velocity, the IDCA point for the GDL fell inside the Δθ 
value showing that the droplet remained pinned to the GDL surface leading to no channel 
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outside their respective Δθ values showing that the droplet got de-pinned from the 
channel wall and led to corner filling. This implies that the air velocity changes the 
contact angle on the channel wall significantly due to the oscillation in the droplet. 
4.3 Pressure Drop across the Droplet 
The corner filling of a reactant channel leads to an undesired water buildup within 
the channel, which may eventually reduce the performance of a PEMFC. Pressure drop 
across the droplet is one of the reliable ways to measure the gas transport resistance due 
to the water hold up in the channel. When the water builds up in the channel, pressure 
drop increases accordingly. Therefore, lower pressure drop corresponds to lower gas 
transport resistance. In order to study the pressure drop across the droplet in various 
channels, a pressure tap was made behind the droplet inlet, which would read the pressure 
change across the droplet as the droplet grew. The peak pressure drop across the droplet 
for different air velocities in the channel was plotted and is shown in Figure 4.10. The 
uncertainty in the peak pressure drop was about 0.25%. Figure 4.10 clearly shows that in 
a 90° channel the pressure drop across the droplet increases as the air velocity increases. 
However, at lower air velocities the pressure drop is high. This is observed when the 
droplet grows and completely blocks the channel and the pressure in the channel starts to 
build up. When the pressure in the system reaches to a certain point, the droplet is 
removed from the channel. The time taken by lower air velocities to remove the droplet 
from the channel is comparatively large, which leads to high pressure build up in the 
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channel. However, at higher flow rates, the droplet experiences a much stronger force due 
to the airflow, which pushes the droplet out of the channel sooner than at the lower 
velocities. This trend was similar for all channel angles showing corner filling. Also at 
higher air velocities between 1 and 1.6 m/s, the droplet behaves as a film in the channel, 
which helps in keeping the pressure drop low. In Figure 4.10, it is can be seen that the 
pressure drop value for the 60° channel is higher than that of the 90° channel. The 
channel area of the 60° channel is larger than that of the 90° channel. Hence, when the 
droplet fills the channel corner, more liquid water is present in the 60° channel compared 
to the 90° channel and the amount of pressure required to remove the droplet becomes 
large.  
For the 45° and 30°channel, the droplet does not fill the corner of the channel at 
any air velocity. For these channels, the observed pressure drop value is significantly 
lower when compared to that of the 60° or 90° channels where the corner of the channel 
is filled. For the 50° channel, at higher air velocities, the droplet did not fill the corner 
and the pressure drop is lower whereas at lower air velocities where the droplet fills the 
corner, the pressure drop was comparatively larger. In addition, at much higher air 
velocities between 1.6 and 2.4 m/s, the droplet was removed from the channel before it 
touched the channel walls. This behavior was reflected in the pressure drop plot by a drop 
in the peak pressure drop value. It was also observed that the pressure drop is directly 
proportional to the channel angle for the non–filling channel angles, i.e., the 30° channel 
has the lowest pressure drop for a given flow rate and the 50° channel has the highest 
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pressure drop amongst the three. The main reason for such low pressure drop values for 
the smaller channel angles is mainly due to the gap near the channel corner. For example, 
in the 30° channel the droplet squeezes in the channel due to the geometry before it is 
removed in such a way that there is a larger gap near the sidewall corner for the air to 
squeeze through and escape to the atmosphere. This leads to the lower pressure drop 
observed in the channel. However, in the 50° channel, the space for the air to squeeze 
through the channel is less than in the 30° channel, which increases the velocity of the air 
around the droplet. This leads to building up of pressure before the droplet is pushed out 
of the channel and the observed in the channel.  
 
Figure 4.10: Plot of the peak differential pressure drop values across the droplet for different 
channel angles as a function of air velocity. The dotted line shows the transition in the flow pattern 
inside the gas channel from slug to film flow and the dot-dash line shows the transition from the film 
to droplet flow observed in the channel through the experimental data. 
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The different flow patterns observed in this study are slug flow, film flow and 
droplet flow. The dotted line and the dot–dash line in the plot, which are plotted using 
visual observation of the data, show the flow patterns observed for different channel open 
angles at different air velocities. The pressure drop points falling to the left side of the 
dotted line represent slug flow, the points falling on the right side of dotted line show 
film flow and the points falling to the right side of the dot-dash line shows droplet flow. It 
was observed from the high–speed videos that at higher air velocities (1.6 m/s and 
above), all the channels showed droplet flow, i.e., the droplet did not touch the sidewalls 
and is removed as a droplet. 
4.4 Effect of Channel Wall Material 
To evaluate the droplet behavior as a function of different sidewall materials, 
experiments were conducted with stainless steel (SS–2205), copper (Cu–110) and 
graphite composite channel walls with 45° and 50° open angles. These angles were 
chosen as they were near the transition angle for the materials mentioned with MRC–105 
as the base. The transition angles calculated using the static contact angle for these 
materials with the MRC–105 GDL are shown in Table IV. For all these experiments, the 
MRC–105 GDL base was kept constant and the sidewall materials were changed. The air 
velocities in the channel were varied between 0.2 and 2.4 m/s. Different dynamics were 
observed for different sidewall materials.  
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4.4.1 Stainless Steel Sidewall 
The transition angle for SS–2205 and MRC–105 was found to be 49° according to 
a theoretical prediction using the Concus–Finn condition. Experimentally it was found 
that for a 45° channel, corner filling did not occur for any air velocity agreeing with the 
theoretical predictions. A recorded image sequence of the droplet growth and its 
interaction with the SS–2205 sidewall for a 45° channel and air velocity of 1.6 m/s is 
shown in Figure 4.11. The IDCA for the SS–2205 sidewall and the MRC–105 base 
measured from each frame of the video sequence was plotted against the CFL as shown 
in Figure 4.12. According to the Concus–Finn condition, any point falling below the CFL 
line would lead to a corner filling condition, and any point above would lead to a no 
corner filling condition. The Concus–Finn plot with IDCA points also verified the 
observed experimental behavior.  
 
Figure 4.11: Image sequence of the droplet interaction with the Stainless Steel (SS 2205) sidewall and 
MRC–105 base in the 45° open angle channel with 1.6 m/s air velocity inside the channel. The red 
circle in the image shows that the droplet does not fill the channel corners. 
However, for the 50° channel, the experimental and theoretical results did not 
agree. For the 50° channel, corner filling was observed only for lower air velocities 
between 0.2 and 0.6 m/s, and not for higher air velocities (0.7 – 2.4 m/s). Image 
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sequences of the droplet interacting with the 50° channel walls with an air velocity of 1.6 
m/s are shown in Figure 4.13. For higher air velocities, the IDCA fell above the CFL line 
leading to non–corner filling behavior. 
  
(a) (b) 
Figure 4.12. Plot of IDCA made by the droplet at different air velocities with the Stainless Steel (SS-
2205) sidewall and the MRC–105 GDL base for (a) a 45° open angle channel and (b) a 50° open angle 
channel.  
From the experiments, it was observed that the effect of air velocity was 
pronounced, and caused an “imbalance” in the droplet at higher velocities causing 
noticeable oscillations. This “imbalance” marked the transition between channel filling 
and non–filling behaviors at the transition angles (disagreeing with the traditional 
Concus–Finn condition). The use of dynamic contact angle information is emphasized to 
predict the droplet behavior and thus, the overall water coverage ratio on the GDL more 
accurately. 
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Figure 4.13. Image sequence of the droplet interaction with the Stainless Steel (SS-2205) sidewall and 
MRC–105 base in a 50° open angle channel with 1.6 m/s air velocity inside the channel. The red circle 
in the image shows that the droplet did not fill the channel corner. 
4.4.2 Copper Sidewall 
A similar set of experiments as mentioned above was conducted with the Cu–110 
sidewall. According to the theoretical prediction, the transition angle for Cu–110 and 
MRC–105 should be 48°. The experimental results for both the 45° and 50° channels 
were similar to those observed for SS–2205 sidewalls. For the 45° channel, the channel 
corners were not filled for all the air velocities introduced in the system. However, in the 
50° channel, the channel corners was filled at lower air velocities between 0.2 and 0.6 
m/s, and was not filled at higher air velocities between 0.7 and 2.4 m/s.  
4.4.3 Graphite Sidewall 
For the graphite sidewall, the transition angle from corner non–filling to filling 
was found to be 52° according to theoretical prediction. The experimental results showed 
that for 45° and 50° open angle channels, the droplet did not fill the channel corners for 
any air velocities between 0.2 and 2.4 m/s. The results agree with the IDCA plot (Figure 
4.14) which showed no corner filling for all air velocities as well.  
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(a) (b) 
Figure 4.14: Plot of IDCA made by the droplet with the graphite sidewall and the MRC-105 GDL 
base for (a) 45° channel open angle and (b) 50° channel open angle at different air velocities. Contact 
angle points fall above the CFL line showing that the corner should not be filled for any air velocities. 
The three channel wall materials proposed for the use in automobile applications 
(stainless steel, copper, graphite) have been found to have varying effects on the droplet 
behavior depending upon their Δθ value. Near the transition angle, the graphite composite 
that has a larger Δθ as shown in Table III, behaved differently than materials having a 
lower Δθ. It can be concluded that the Δθ affects the droplet behavior in the gas channel. 
Materials having a larger Δθ value can accommodate a larger range of contact angle 
changes in the droplet due to the airflow in the channel. In these materials, the droplet 
pins to the wall and does not move to the channel corners very easily. This leads to a no 
corner filling condition in the channel. On the other hand, droplets on materials having a 
smaller Δθ can only accommodate small oscillations produced by the airflow before 
getting de–pinned from the surface and moving towards the channel corner and filling it. 
More insight on the transport resistance offered by these different channel materials is 
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provided by the pressure drop data in the channel which is discussed in detail in the next 
section. 
When using a MRC–105 GDL with any of the selected channel materials, the 
droplet filling of the channel corners did not take place for angles below 45°, and the 50° 
channel behaved as a transition angle between filling and non–filling. The Concus–Finn 
condition could not accurately predict the corner filling behavior of the droplet near the 
transition angle. Hence, using IDCA information would be helpful in predicting the 
droplet behavior in the gas channel of a PEMFC. 
4.4.4 Pressure Drop in the Channel 
Figure 4.15 shows the peak pressure drop across the droplet in a gas channel with 
different channel wall materials and air velocities. The uncertainty in the peak pressure 
drop value was about 0.25%. For the 45° channel, Figure 4.15(a) shows that as the air 
velocity increases, the peak pressure drop across the droplet increases for different 
channel wall materials. Once the pressure inside the system reaches its maximum value, 
the droplet is removed from the system. At air velocities between 0.5 and 1.6 m/s, the 
droplet starts to transition towards the film flow regime instead of slug flow as observed 
at lower air velocities and the peak pressure drop starts to decrease. At higher air 
velocities between1.7 and 2.4 m/s the droplet was removed from the system before it 
even touched the sidewalls of the channel. Therefore, the force required to remove the 
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droplet was much less compared to that required at lower air velocities. The different 
flow patterns observed in the 50° open angle channel are shown in Figure 4.16. 
  
(a) (b) 
Figure 4.15: Peak pressure drop plot in the trapezoidal channel with different sidewall materials 
(Cu-110, SS-2205 and graphite composite) and MRC–105 GDL base for (a) a 45° channel (b) a 50° 
channel 
It was also observed that there was no significant difference in the peak pressure 
drop value for each channel materials at a given air velocity in the system. However, in a 
50° channel, the peak pressure drop followed a different trend. From Figure 4.15(b), it 
was observed that Cu–110 and SS–2205 produced a much higher pressure drop compared 
to the graphite composite channel wall at lower air velocities between 0.2 and 0.9 m/s. 
This was mainly due to the channel corner filling observed for both Cu–110 and SS–2205 
at lower air velocities.  
Slug Film Droplet Slug Film Droplet





Figure 4.16: Water flow pattern in a 50° channel at different air velocities (a) 0.4 m/s – slug flow (b) 
1.6 m/s – film flow (c) 2.0 m/s – droplet flow 
On the other hand, the graphite composite channel wall showed no corner filling 
at lower air velocities, resulting in a much lower pressure drop in the system. At medium 
air velocities between 1.0 and 1.6 m/s, the entire set of channel wall materials showed a 
similar peak pressure drop in the system, which increased with an increase in the air 
velocity. This corresponded to the non–corner filling condition observed in the 
experiments. At much higher air velocities between 1.7 and 2.4 m/s, the peak pressure 
drop in the system started to gradually decrease, since the droplet transitions to drop flow, 
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and produces much lower blockage in the channel cross section compared to the slug and 
film flow at low and medium velocities. 
The different flow patterns observed in this study are shown in Figure 4.15. The 
dotted line in the plot shows the flow pattern transition from slug to film flow and dot–
dash line shows the transition from film to droplet flow for different channel materials at 
different air velocities. It was also observed from the plot that for a 45° channel all the 
materials showed film and droplet flow in the channel. For a 50° channel, Cu–110 and 
SS–2205 showed slug flow in the channel for lower air velocities ( 0.2 – 0.4 m/s), film 
flow at medium air velocities between 0.5 and 1.6 m/s, and droplet flow at higher air 
velocities (1.7 – 2.4 m/s). Graphite sidewall material showed only film and droplet flow 
for all air velocities introduced into the 50° trapezoid channel. 
Droplet pinning to the channel wall and corner filling or non–filling are not only 
dependent on the channel material used but also on the GDL material used. Hence to 
evaluate the effect of GDL material on droplet pinning, a similar study was performed. 
4.5 Effect of GDL Material 
There are different types of GDL materials that are used in PEMFCs. The most 
commonly used GDLs for automobile application are Toray, SGL and MRC–105. To 
evaluate the effect of different GDL materials on droplet growth and removal, 
experiments were performed under conditions similar to the sidewall material study. In 
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these experiments, the channel wall material was kept constant (polycarbonate) while the 
GDL material was changed along with the channel open angle.  
4.5.1 Toray (TGP–H–060) GDL  
For Toray (TGP–H–060 with 6% PTFE) GDL and a polycarbonate sidewall, the 
transition angle was found to be 50° according to the Concus–Finn condition. According 
to the experimental results, no corner filling behavior was observed for both 45° and 50° 
channels at all air velocities introduced in the channel. The experimental results agreed 
with the theoretical predictions for the TGP–H–060 GDL. The IDCA plot for both the 
45° and 50° channel at 0.2 and 1.6 m/s air velocities is shown in Figure 4.17. From the 
IDCA plot, it can be seen that the contact angle values fall well above the Δθ values. This 
is mainly due to the oscillations in the droplet, which affect the contact angle the droplet 
makes with the wall. 
  
(a) (b) 
Figure 4.17: Plot of IDCA made by the droplet with the polycarbonate sidewall and the TGP–H–060 
base for (a) a 45° channel and (b) a 50° channel at different air velocities 
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4.5.2 SGL–25BC GDL  
The theoretical transition angle for SGL–25BC and polycarbonate is 51°. 
Experimental results for SGL–25BC were similar to the TGP–H–060 GDLs performance. 
For a SGL–25BC GDL, the droplets did not fill the channel corners for both 45° and 50° 
channels at all air velocities. However, there was a significant difference in the droplet 
interaction pattern with the channel walls when a SGL–25BC base was used. High–speed 
videos of the droplet interaction with the channel walls for a SGL–25BC base revealed 
that at any given air velocity, the droplet would grow on the GDL until it jumped and 
made its first contact with the top wall. In other material studies, the first contact the 
droplet made was mostly with the channel sidewalls. For SGL–25BC, once the contact 
was established with the top wall, the droplet moved towards the sidewall and eventually 
blocked the entire channel cross section. The image sequence of the droplet growth in the 
50° open angle channel at 1.6 m/s air velocity is shown in Figure 4.18. 
 
Figure 4.18: Image sequence of the droplet interaction with the polycarbonate sidewall and SGL–
25BC base in the 50° open angle channel with 1.6 m/s air velocity. It was seen from the images that 
the fiber entanglement pattern of the GDL has a significant impact on the droplet dynamics in the 
gas channel.  
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The droplet’s jumping behavior and clinging to the top wall can be attributed 
mainly to the fiber entanglement pattern of the GDL surface. In general, SGL–25BC has 
a more openly packed fiber structure than TGP–H–060 or MRC–105 as shown in Figure 
1.5. The open fiber structure allows the water to overcome the breakthrough pressure and 
to be pushed through the GDL easily. In addition, the droplet inlet being more centered in 
the channel makes it easier for the droplet to touch the top wall instead of the sidewall 
first. In addition, SGL–25BC and TGP–H–060 have their transition angles near 50°, but 
there was no corner filling for any air velocities in the 50° channel. However, MRC–105 
showed corner filling at lower air velocities and non–filling at higher air velocities. To 
understand this behavior, the IDCA plots for 0.2 and 1.6 m/s air velocities were plotted 
for both MRC-105and SGL-25BC GDL for 50° channel and are shown in Figure 4.19. It 
was seen from the plot that at lower air velocity, the IDCA for the MRC–105 GDL and 
polycarbonate wall (Figure 4.19(a)) fell outside their respective Δθ range. This shows that 
the droplet is de-pinned from both sidewall and base surface and lead to corner filling of 
the channel. However, for SGL-25BC at lower air velocity as shown in Figure 4.19 (c), 
the IDCA points for the base fell within the Δθ range. This shows that the droplet could 
not be de-pinned from the GDL base and therefore, showed no corner filling behavior for 
SGL-25BC GDL. At higher air velocity, for both SGL-25BC and MRC-105, the droplet 
did not fill the channel corners due to the pinning of the droplet on the GDL surface as 
shown in Figure 4.19(b) and (d). Thus, the oscillations produced by the airflow and the 
Δθ due to material surface characteristics and fiber entanglement pattern play a 
significant role in capturing the droplet dynamics within a PEMFC gas channel.  





Figure 4.19: Plot of IDCA points made by the droplet for 50° open angle channel with the 
polycarbonate sidewall and (a) SGL–25BC base at 0.2 m/s (b) SGL–25BC base at 1.6 m/s (c) MRC–
105 base at 0.2 m/s and (d) MRC-105 base at 1.6 m/s. 
4.5.3 Pressure Drop in the Channel 
The peak pressure drop measured for different GDL materials followed a pattern 
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4.20. It was observed that for both SGL–25BC and TGP–H–060, the droplet did not fill 
the channel corners for 45° and 50° channels for any air velocities.  
 
Figure 4.20 Plot of peak differential pressure drop values across the droplet for different GDL 
materials (SGL-25BC and TGP-H-060) in 45° and 50° open angle channels as a function of air 
velocities.  
The peak pressure drop values measured for a given channel angle with different 
GDL materials also showed similar results observed for different channel wall materials. 
The peak pressure drop value was lower than to those observed for channels with corner 
filling behavior. For both SGL–25BC and TGP–H–060 at air velocities lower than 1.7 
m/s, the peak pressure drop in the channel increased as the air velocity increased. 
However, for higher air velocities (1.8 – 2.4 m/s), the peak pressure drop started to 
decrease. It is also interesting to note that the pressure drop values observed for different 
GDL types with polycarbonate sidewalls were similar to those observed for the MRC–
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105 GDL and polycarbonate sidewall. This indicates that GDL materials do not have a 
significant effect on droplet–wall interactions. 
4.6 Effects of GDL Degradation 
GDL deterioration mechanism and its effect on the fuel cell performance is a 
well–studied area, but there have not been studies to validate the effect of GDL 
degradation on the droplet dynamics in the PEMFC. To understand the effect of GDL 
degradation or deterioration on droplet dynamics inside the gas channel of PEMFCs, 
MRC–105 GDLs, which had been run previously for 40 and 125 hours in an in situ 
experiment, were employed.  
Experiments were performed using these GDL samples with polycarbonate 
channel walls under similar test conditions used to study effect of different GDL 
materials. It was observed from these experiments that after 40 hours of run time, the 
used GDL performed similarly to a fresh MRC–105 GDL. With a 45° channel, the 40 
hours run GDL did not show corner filling behavior for any air velocities introduced in 
the system. With a 50° channel, it showed corner filling behavior at lower air velocities, 
and non–corner filling behavior at higher air velocities. However, the GDL with 125 
hours of run time showed different behavior. It was observed that the droplet filled the 
channel corners for both 45° and 50° channels at all air velocities. To understand this 
behavior more precisely, the advancing and receding contact angles on the used GDL 
samples were measured and are shown in Table V. It was observed that the 125 hours of 
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run GDL had much lower advancing and receding contact angles than fresh samples. 
However, samples with 40 hours of run time did not show much difference from the fresh 
samples in terms of advancing and receding contact angles. This shows that the 
wettability of the GDL material reduces with longer run time.  












MRC–105 fresh sample 148° 138° 10° 53° 
MRC–105 (40 hours run) 145° 135° 10° 49° 
MRC–105(125 hours run) 131° 120° 11° 37° 
 
The transition angle for both 40 and 125 hours run time samples with 
polycarbonate sidewalls were calculated and found to be 49° and 37° respectively. This 
explains the discrepancy observed in the droplet dynamics for the 125 hours run time 
sample. To further validate these results, IDCA data for both 40 and 125 hours run time 
samples with polycarbonate sidewalls and a 50° channel were plotted and are shown in 
Figure 4.21. Figure 4.21(a) shows that for the 40 hours run time sample, the droplet fills 
the channel corners at lower air velocities, and does not fill the channel corners at higher 
air velocities. Figure 4.21(b) shows the plot for the IDCA for the 125 hours run time 
sample.  
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(a) (b) 
Figure 4.21: Plot of IDCA made by the droplet in a 50° open angle channel at different air velocities 
with the polycarbonate sidewall and (a) 40 hours run MRC–105 GDL and (b) 125 hours run MRC–
105 GDL 
It can be seen from the plot that the IDCA points fall below the CFL line for all 
air velocities indicating that the droplet should fill the channel corners. This work clearly 
indicates that the GDL material deteriorates or loses its wettability after longer use, which 
perhaps affects the corner filling behavior of the droplet and leads to a larger 
accumulation of water inside the gas channel.  
4.6.1 Pressure Drop in the Channel 
Peak pressure drop for the used GDL materials differed significantly from that of 
fresh GDL samples. Figure 4.22 shows the peak pressure drop measured for a 50° 
polycarbonate channel with used GDL samples at different air velocities. From the plot, it 
can be seen that the peak pressure drop for the 40 hours run time sample at lower air 
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velocities were higher than at higher air velocities. This shows that the droplet fills the 
channel corners, forms slug flow at lower air velocities and results in higher pressure 
drop. At higher air velocities, the droplet transition to film flow and does not fill the 
channel corners, leading to a lower pressure drop in the system.  
For the 125 hours run time sample, the droplets showed slug flow for all air 
velocities. The peak differential pressure drop values for all air velocities were much 
higher than those of the 40 hours run time sample. This shows that after a longer run time 
the wettability of the GDL is reduced. This leads to slug flow, which increases liquid 
stagnation in the channel and reduces the area available on the GDL surface for gas 
transport. 
 
Figure 4.22: Plot of peak differential pressure drop across a droplet in a 50° channel for 0, 40 and 
125 hours run MRC-105 GDL  
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4.7 Scaling of the System 
Experiments were performed to understand the effect of scaling of the gas channel 
on the droplet behavior in the channel. Previously, experiments were performed on the ex 
situ system that had a 3 mm hydraulic diameter channel. These channels are almost three 
fold larger than an actual gas channel that is used in an automotive PEMFC. Therefore, to 
verify that the results observed for the large–scale channel hold for the small channel, 
similar experiments were performed using channels with smaller cross section 
dimensions. The experimental set up was similar to the one used for the larger channel 
experiment except that the channel was fabricated from polycarbonate with a channel 
cross section of 0.7 x 0.4 mm and 100 mm length.  
Experiments were performed with superficial air velocities of 0.48 – 7.23 m/s, 
which correspond to the current densities of 0.1 – 1.5 A/cm2. The Reynolds Number (Re) 
for the given air velocities in the channel was within the range of 15 – 233. Table VI 
shows the air velocities corresponding to the current densities and stoich with their 
respective Re in the gas channel. The water flow rate in this experiment was set at 0.005 
ml/min, which corresponds to a current density of 0.3 A/cm2 for an active area of 3.0 
cm2. The water flow rate does not have any direct bearing on the experiments as the study 
was focused on the discrete droplet behavior. The channel open angles used for this study 
were 45°, 50°, 60° and 90°.  
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0.1 2 0.48 15.53 
0.1 3 0.72 23.30 
0.2 2 0.96 31.07 
0.4 2 1.93 62.13 
0.6 2 2.89 93.20 
0.8 2 3.85 124.26 
1.0 2 4.82 155.33 
1.1 2 5.30 170.86 
1.3 2 6.26 201.93 
1.5 2 7.23 233.00 
 
It was observed from the experiments that for air velocities from 0.48 and 4 m/s, 
droplets behaved differently at different open angles. In 90° and 60° channels, it was 
observed that the droplet filled the channel corners for air velocities below 4 m/s. Figure 
4.23 shows the images of corner filling/non–filling behavior observed for different 
channel open angles at air velocities of 0.72 m/s and 3.85 m/s. From the figure, it can be 
seen that in the 45° channel, the droplet did not fill the channel corners at air velocities 
below 4 m/s. However, in the 50° channel, different droplet dynamics were observed at 
different air velocities. For air velocities between 0.48 and 1 m/s, the droplet showed 
corner filling behavior but for air velocities between 1 and 4 m/s, the droplet showed no 
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corner filling behavior. It could be concluded that the corner filling behavior observed in 
smaller channels was similar to the results observed for larger channel experiments. This 
clearly shows that the scaling of the system did not affect the droplet dynamics in the 
PEMFC gas channels. Hence, the larger channel experiment performed earlier which 
provided much easier visual and experimental results could be used to understand the 





Figure 4.23: Corner filling and non–filling behavior in different channel open angles (90°, 50° and 
45°) at different air velocities (a) 0.72 m/s (b) 3.85 m/s. For all air velocities, droplet fills the channel 
corner in a 90° channel and does not fill the corner in a 45° channel. In 50° channel, the droplet fills 
the channel corner at lower air velocities and does not fill at higher air velocities. 
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To characterize the liquid flow pattern in different channel open angles as a 
function of air velocity, videos were taken from the top view of the channel, i.e., along 
the airflow direction and parallel to the channel length. From this view, the length of the 
film or the slug or the droplet flow along the channel cross section was measured. Figure 
4.24 shows a film and a slug flow pattern in the gas channel from a top view for 90° and 
50° channels. Using these images, channel blockage percentages along the channel cross 






Figure 4.24: Image of a film and a slug flow from top view at air velocities of 0.72 m/s and 3.85 m/s 
respectively in a (a) 90° channel and (b) 50° channel. 
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Table VII: Liquid flow pattern and channel blockage percentage in the PEMFC gas channel as a 
function of air velocity 
Channel Open Angle Air Velocity Slug/ Film Channel Blockage 
Percentage 
90 
0.48 Slug 100 
0.72 Slug 100 
0.96 Slug 99.75 
1.93 Film 93.33 
2.89 Film 86.67 
3.85 Film 80.67 
4.82 Droplet 72.83 
5.30 Droplet 70.92 
6.26 Droplet 67.66 
7.23 Droplet 64.58 
 9.60 Droplet 61.98 
60 
0.48 Slug 100 
0.72 Slug 100 
0.96 Slug 99.82 
1.93 Film 95.51 
2.89 Film 85.45 
3.85 Film 80.61 
4.82 Droplet 75.32 
5.30 Droplet 71.25 
6.26 Droplet 65.50 
7.23 Droplet 61.41 
 9.60 Droplet 59.57 
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50 
0.48 Slug 100 
0.72 Slug 100 
0.96 Slug 99.60 
1.93 Film 86.67 
2.89 Film 80.67 
3.85 Film 78.53 
4.82 Droplet 66.67 
5.30 Droplet 60.40 
6.26 Droplet 55.87 
7.23 Droplet 52.81 
9.60 Droplet 49.56 
 
It is observed from the table that for lower air velocities (0.48 – 1 m/s), the droplet 
completely blocks the channel and forms slug flow. As the air velocity was increased 
above 1 m/s, the channel blockage percentage went down and the water flow pattern in 
the channel transformed into film flow. 
To better understand the system performance in a smaller channel, pressure drop 
in the channel was measured across the droplet. The peak pressure drop across the droplet 
for different channel open angles used in the experiments is plotted against the 
corresponding air velocity in Figure 4.25. From the graph, it can be observed that the 
pressure drop in the channel increases with the air velocity in the channel. However, 
when the air velocity increases beyond 4 m/s, the peak pressure drop in the given system 
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starts to decrease. This decrease in the pressure drop is mainly due to the transition of the 
water to droplet flow in the channel.  
 
Figure 4.25: Peak differential pressure drop in the 0.4 x 0.7 mm channel of different channel open 
angle at different air velocities. The dotted line shows the transition in the flow pattern from slug to 
film flow and the dot-dash line shows the transition in the flow pattern from film to droplet flow 
through visual observation from the experimental data.  
4.8 Effect of Droplet Inlet Location 
In a PEMFC, droplet introduction on the top of the GDL surface is not bounded to 
the center of the channel. It could appear anywhere on the GDL surface, such as near the 
channel wall surface, at the channel center, or even under the land area. All the above 
experiments and dynamic contact angle plot results were recorded when the droplet was 
introduced at the center of the channel. To examine the droplet’s behavior when it 
Slug Film Droplet
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appeared near the sidewall, a preferential pore for the droplet inlet was introduced 1 mm 
away from the sidewall and base interface. It was observed that for a 45° channel the 
droplet filled the channel corners for all air velocities as shown in Figure 4.26.  
 
Figure 4.26: : Sequence image of the droplet interaction with the polycarbonate sidewall and GDL 
base in a 45° channel when the droplet is introduced near the sidewall (1 mm away from the channel 
corner) at an air velocity of 0.4 m/s introduced in the channel.  
According to the Concus–Finn condition, the droplet should not fill the channel 
corner made by the polycarbonate and GDL in a 45° channel. Using the IDCA values 
from the experiments and plotting them against the CFL condition revealed that the 
droplet should indeed fill the channel corners as shown in Figure 4.27. This implies that 
the IDCA the droplet makes with the sidewall and GDL was altered dynamically by the 
airflow in the system, which led to the contact angle being in the filling region. This 
Droplet inlet at side Touches sidewall Corner filling
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accordingly changes the criteria of droplet filling and non–filling within the system. 
Hence, the CFL condition based on static contact angles for predicting the droplet filling 
or non–filling in the channel is not valid. Using IDCA values in the CFL condition will 
give the actual filling or non–filling criteria for the system. 
 
Figure 4.27: Plot of the IDCA made by the droplet with the polycarbonate sidewall and GDL base in 
a 45° channel when the droplet emerges near the channel corner. Here the contact angle points fall 
below the CFL line and show corner filling behavior in the gas channel.  
Experiments were also performed to visualize the droplet behavior when the 
droplet was introduced under the land region. In this case, the droplet was introduced 0.5 
mm away from the channel sidewall and base intersection into the land region. It was 
observed that irrespective of the channel angle, the droplet would be introduced into the 
channel by filling the corner. When the droplet is introduced under the land, it spreads 
along the land area. When it comes into the channel area, it wets the channel sidewall as 
well as the GDL surface. To avoid such scenario, different design for gas channel needs 
to be developed to avoid corner filling of the channel. Moreover, in this case, the 
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Concus–Finn condition cannot be used to evaluate the results. The Concus–Finn 
condition is valid only when the droplet emerges near the opening of the channel corner. 
When the droplet approaches the channel corner from the land region, the Concus–Finn 
condition cannot be used.  
4.8.1 Groove Capillary Channels for Removing Water Emerging Under the 
Land  
In a PEMFC, it was observed that the byproduct water emerging due to the 
electrochemical reactions occurring in the membrane often enters the gas channel through 
the land region [17]. Once the liquid water enters to the gas channel through the land 
region, the water is pinned at the gas channel corners. The pinning of the droplet near the 
channel corners act as a viable pinning site for other incoming droplets and eventually 
lead to slug flow in the gas channel [91]. To avoid water stagnation near the channel 
corners, groove patterned surfaces were designed on the channel sidewall to suck the 
water through the grooves to the top of the channel. Once the water reaches the top of the 
channel, the airflow inside the gas channel would remove the liquid water. Before the 
groove channel was designed, preliminary studies were performed to see how the grooves 
affect the water wetting on a given surface. As mentioned earlier, the liquid water’s 
wetting of the material is dependent on the channel material and the roughness on the 
surface. If the roughness of a given material is comparable to the water present on the 
material, then the roughness of the material needs to be taken into account.  
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The main purpose of this study is to understand the design consideration of 
grooves acting as roughness on the channel sidewall [159, 160]. The grooves should be 
made such that the droplet interacting with the channel walls will be able to fill or wet the 
grooves so that the liquid can be pulled to the top of the channel by capillary forces. For 
the water to be pulled into the grooves, the liquid needs to wet the channel surface as a 
Wenzel wetting. Wenzel wetting of a surface happens when the liquid placed on the 
groove pattern wets the surface similar to the image shown in Figure 4.28(b), whereas 
Cassie–Baxter type wetting occurs when the droplet sits on the air gap between the 
grooves and does not wet the groove channels as shown in Figure 4.28(a).  
   
 
Figure 4.28: Liquid wetting behavior on a groove chip (a) Droplet sitting on the air in the channel 
area (Cassie-Baxter type wetting) (b) Droplet fills the channel area (Wenzel type wetting) (c) Droplet 
transitions from Cassie to Wenzel wetting (Metastable state) 
(a) (b)
(c)
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Preliminary experiments were performed to understand how the groove–patterned 
roughness affects the wetting behavior on a surface. For these experiments, <1 0 0> p–
type silicon chips 20 mm × 20 mm in size with etched microchannels of different 
roughness patterns were used. Silicon chips were used for this experiment as they have a 
similar static contact angle to polycarbonate and copper, and are also easier to fabricate 
100 µm channels on silicon. Table VIII shows the groove patterns that were made on the 
silicon chip.  
For different values of channel depth and width, the droplets exhibited Wenzel or 
Cassie type behavior as shown in Figure 4.28, and at times, even a metastable state was 
observed. A metastable state is where the droplet is in transition between Wenzel and 
Cassie wetting as shown in Figure 4.28(c). The complete set of observed behavior for 
different channel configurations is tabulated in Table IX. It was also observed that for a 
channel width above 161 µm the droplet sometimes enters into a metastable state and 
transitions into Wenzel type. This illustrates that the droplet wetting characteristics is 
affected by the channel width. 
In addition to the channel width effect, an additional effect of roughness height 
was observed. When a droplet is in the Cassie state, reducing the roughness height below 
a certain limit makes it enter the Wenzel state. The transition occurs when the roughness 
height is smaller than the depth to which liquid projects into the channel. 
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1 38 41 193 
 
2 38 71 204 
3 97 103 200 
4 99 71 200 
5 37 201 198 
6 40 40 111 
7 39 171 114 
8 101 39 114 
9 39 200 112 
10 98 250 102 
11 39 161 121 
12 99 201 151 
13 37 250 200 
14 39 140 112 
15 99 200 107 
16 199 200 109 
17 199 250 114 
 
The effect of channel depth can be seen by comparing chips 5 and 9. Both have 
similar land width and channel widths of around 40 µm and 200 µm respectively, but 
chip 5’s channels are 198 µm deep while chip 9’s channel are 112 µm deep. The deeper 
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chip 5 exhibits Cassie behavior, while the shallower chip 9 exhibits Wenzel behavior. 
Thus, it can be seen that the channel width and the roughness height both affected the 
wetting characteristics. However, there was no effect observed due to land width 
variation on the wetting characteristics of any surfaces used. 
Table IX: Effect of scaling factor (S) on wettability transition and the contact angle on grooved 
roughness surface 






Wetting Type Contact Angle 
Measured 
1 41 193 4.71 Cassie 141.1 
2 71 204 2.87 Cassie 143.7 
3 103 200 1.94 Cassie 149.7 
4 71 200 2.82 Cassie 145.5 
5 201 198 0.99 Cassie 156.5 
6 40 111 2.78 Cassie 148.6 
7 171 114 0.67 Wenzel 141.5 
8 39 114 2.92 Cassie 155.5 
9 200 112 0.56 Wenzel 120.4 
10 250 102 0.41 Wenzel 125.5 
11 161 121 0.75 Metastable 160.4 
12 201 151 0.75 Metastable 164.1 
13 250 200 0.8 Metastable 165.8 
14 140 112 0.82 Metastable 162.8 
15 200 107 0.54 Wenzel 138.9 
16 200 109 0.55 Wenzel 143.1 
17 250 114 0.46 Wenzel 145.7 
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To better understand the relationship between the droplet behavior and the 
geometry of shallow grooves (or roughness features) at shallow roughness features, a 
scaling factor S was used, given by Eq. 4.2. 
 𝑆 =  
𝐻
𝑊
 [4.2]  
where H is the groove depth or roughness height and W is the groove width. 
Bhushan et al. [32] introduced this scaling factor earlier for pillared roughness features 
where the scaling factor was defined as the ratio of the pillar diameter to the pitch of the 
pillars. The scaling factor for different chips used in our experiments varied from 0.4 to 
4.8 and are shown in Table IX. The scaling factor was plotted for different chips used in 
Figure 4.29 to determine the transition point between Wenzel and Cassie regimes.  
 
Figure 4.29: Wettability transition from Wenzel to Cassie regime on a groove patterned roughness as 
a function of scaling factor 
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It was observed that the droplets remain distinctively in the Cassie regime for S > 
1, in the Wenzel regime when S < 0.7, and in a metastable state or transition state for 0.7 
< S < 1. In the metastable regime, the droplet showed both Wenzel and Cassie type 
wetting behaviors. The static contact angles measured on different chips were also plotted 
against the scaling factor, as shown in Figure 4.30 where it is seen that the Wenzel type 
droplets have lower contact angles than the Cassie droplets. Therefore, for patterned 
surfaces, the transition point from Wenzel to Cassie wetting can be considered to occur 
around scaling factors of 0.7 – 1.  
 
Figure 4.30: Contact angle measured on the groove chip surface as a function of scaling factor. 
Wenzel wetting shows lower contact angle values compared to the chips showing Cassie wetting. 
Metastable state wetting chips shows the highest contact angle value. The line shows the transition 
line between Wenzel and Cassie state contact angles.  
Therefore, for the grooves in the sidewall of a PEMFC gas channel, the scaling 
factor S was used as a predictive tool to understand the change in wettability of the 
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channel sidewall due to the rough pattern introduced in the channel walls. The liquid 
would follow Wenzel wetting behavior, if S ≤ 1. In fuel cell applications, the groove 
pattern needs to exhibit Wenzel wetting to draw the liquid inside the grooves. Once the 
liquid is drawn into the groove, capillary forces will pull the liquid to the top of the 
grooves. Therefore, the grooves were designed such that the S < 1. The image of the 




Figure 4.31 (a) Groove pattern design on the sidewalls of the PEMFC gas channel (b) Experimental 
image of the grooves on the channel sidewall used for experiments. 
The grooves made on the channel wall had a depth of 150 µm and a width of 200 
µm. S was calculated to be 0.75, which means that liquid water should fill the grooves, 
which act as capillaries to suck the water to the top of the channel.  
For this experiment, a polycarbonate base plate was used with a MRC–105 GDL 
placed on it with a preferential pore drilled in the GDL for liquid water to emerge on the 
GDL. A syringe pump was used to pump the water through the GDL under the land 
400 µm
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region. A sidewall with the grooved pattern was placed on top of the GDL. The top wall 
made of polycarbonate was placed on the groove–patterned sidewall to form a 100 mm 
channel length. High–speed videos were captured to visualize the liquid water behavior 
near the channel corners using a Keyence VW–6000 high–speed camera. The videos 
showed that the water coming from the land area was sucked by the capillary grooves and 
the water rose to the top wall faster than its growth on the GDL inside the channel area. 
Figure 4.32 shows the image sequence of liquid water growth from the land area onto the 
groove pattern in the PEMFC gas channel. This shows that using the scaling factor one 
can predict the wetting behavior on a groove surface accurately.  
 
Figure 4.32: Image sequence showing the liquid water growth on the groove pattern in the PEMFC 
gas channel 
Liquid wicked by the groovesLiquid emerging in grooves
Liquid growing in the channel Liquid moving due to capillary forces
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However, the suction by the capillary grooves used for this experiment was not 
strong enough to pull the liquid quickly to the top due to the large size of the capillary 
grooves. Therefore, grooves with smaller channel depth and width are needed to achieve 
good capillary rise inside the grooves before the liquid grows inside the channel area. 
This is being incorporated in the future design of the sidewalls for PEMFC gas channel.  
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Chapter 5 Theoretical Results 
Experimental results showed that droplet dynamics are dependent on the droplet 
inlet location, channel open angle, channel and base material properties and the inlet air 
velocity [161]. Therefore, to understand how all these parameters are affecting droplet 
dynamics in the gas channel, a theoretical analysis based on force balance and geometric 
analysis was performed.  
Earlier, an experimental study performed by Rath and Kandlikar showed how the 
droplet behaves near the channel corner in the absence of airflow in the channel. They 
performed the experiment using a horizontal SGL–25BC GDL and a polycarbonate 
channel wall with an angle of 50° [89]. As we have seen from previous work, 50° is a 
transition angle for SGL–25BC and polycarbonate. In an experimental study, they 
observed that the droplet showed neither corner filling nor non–filling behavior, but 
instead the droplet detached itself from the base wall and jumped to the channel sidewall 
upon contact. Figure 5.1 shows the image sequence of the droplet jumping behavior to 
the sidewall in a 50° channel made of a polycarbonate sidewall and SGL–25BC GDL. 
Figure 5.1(a) shows the emergence of the droplet from the base of the channel. Figure 
5.1(b) shows the droplet as it contacts the sidewall right before it jumps. Once sidewall 
contact is made, the droplet quickly moves towards the sidewall as shown in Figure 
5.1(c) and then jumps as shown in Figure 5.1(d). Finally, the droplet completely 
disconnects from the base and hangs from the sidewall as shown in Figure 5.1(e). To 
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characterize the droplet jumping behavior and the effect of different parameters on 
droplet jumping, a geometric analysis was performed.  
 
Figure 5.1: Image sequence of the droplet jumping to the sidewall in a 50° channel made of a 
polycarbonate sidewall and SGL–25BC GDL. 
5.1 Geometric Analysis of Droplet Dynamics  
For this analysis, three conditions are examined separately. The first condition is 
when the droplet sat on the base and touched the sidewall right before it jumped as shown 
in Figure 5.2. At this state, the maximum radius (𝑅𝐶1) of the droplet is determined.  
When the droplet jumped to the sidewall, it was completely detached from the 
base and hung from the sidewall. The second condition in this analysis is to determine the 
droplet radius when it was hanging from the sidewall. Since the droplet’s volume just 
before it touched the wall and right after it jumped to the wall is the same, two volume 
(V1 and V2) are equated to find the radius of the droplet (R2) as it hangs from the sidewall.  
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Figure 5.2: Description of the different contact lengths and contact angles made by the droplet with 
the base wall just before it jumped to the sidewall. 
When the droplet hangs from the sidewall, the maximum size of the droplet can 
be large enough to touch the base of the channel and bridge between the sidewall and the 
base. Therefore, the third condition is based on the maximum radius (𝑅𝐶2) that the droplet 
can have when it jumps to the sidewall and hangs from it, right before it touches the base 
and bridges the two walls.  
The droplet jumping behavior can be predicted by comparing R2 with 𝑅𝐶2. For the 
droplet to remain hanging from the sidewall, R2 needs to be smaller than 𝑅𝐶2. Using this 
analysis, a criterion is obtained in terms of the droplet volume, the droplet emergence 
location, contact angle of the base and the sidewall, and the trapezoid channel angle.  
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In the above analysis, the gravitational force is neglected. This assumption is valid 
for droplets with a Bo (ratio of gravity to surface tension forces) less than 0.3 [132]. For 
water droplets at standard earth gravity, this results in a limiting droplet radius of 1.5 mm. 
In addition, the droplet jumping to the sidewall occurred because the base material used 
had higher a contact angle than the sidewall material. Therefore, for the droplet to jump, 
the surface energy of the sidewall needs to be lower than the base. To understand the 
effect of surface energies on droplet behavior, a Gibbs free energy analysis was 
performed on the droplet in two states: (a) just before the jump and (b) as it hangs from 
the sidewall.  
5.1.1 Condition 1: Droplet Sitting on the Base Wall before Jumping to the 
Sidewall 
The maximum radius 𝑅𝐶1that is associated with the droplet volume just before it 
jumps to the sidewall is first determined. For this analysis, the following parameters, as 
shown in Figure 5.2, are defined: 
θ is the static contact angle of the base wall. 
2α is the open angle between the wall and the base. 
a is the distance to the droplet emergence location from the channel corner. 
x is the distance from the channel corner to where the droplet contacts the 
sidewall (D) right before it jumps. 
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b is the vertical distance from the center of the sphere which constitutes the 
droplet to the base of the channel. 
c is the distance from center of the droplet to the base such that it makes an angle 
δ with the base and is in line with the radius of the droplet, 𝑅𝐶1. 
d and e are the vertical and horizontal distances from the tangent point D to the 
center of the droplet respectively.  
β is the inner open angle made by the radius 𝑅𝐶1 with the base of the channel.  
The relationship between the above–mentioned angles is given in detail in Appendix II. 
The channel open angle is related to the droplet critical radius as 
 𝑡𝑎𝑛 2𝛼 =  
𝑅𝐶1  𝑠𝑖𝑛  𝛽+𝑅𝐶1  𝑠𝑖𝑛  𝛿
𝑎−𝑅𝐶1  𝑐𝑜𝑠  𝛿
 [5.1] 
 
From Eq. 5.1, the maximum radius of the droplet 𝑅𝐶1 just before it snaps and 
jumps to the sidewall is obtained. A detailed derivation of 𝑅𝐶1 is given in Appendix II.  
 𝑅𝐶1 =
𝑎 𝑠𝑖𝑛 2𝛼
1−(𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝜃 𝑐𝑜𝑠 2𝛼)
  [5.2] 
 
Figure 5.3 shows two images from the experimental video, where point D acts as 
the midpoint around which the droplet hangs when it is pulled towards the sidewall. The 
droplet jumping condition is dependent on the distance x. Detailed derivation of x is 
given in Appendix II. 
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(a) (b) 
Figure 5.3: (a) Image of a droplet right before it jumps to the sidewall (b) Image of a droplet hanging 
from the sidewall right after it jumped. Point D is the midpoint of where the droplet hangs after it 
jumps to the sidewall 
 𝑥 =   𝑅𝐶1





  [5.3] 
 
The next step is to find the actual radius R2 of the droplet when the droplet hangs 
from the sidewall after it jumps.  
5.1.2 Condition 2: Droplet Hanging from the Sidewall After the Jump 
To find the radius R2 when the droplet hangs from the sidewall, the volume of the 
droplet right before it jumped (V1), and the volume of the droplet just after it jumped (V2) 
are equated. The volume of the droplet while sitting on the base right before the jump as 
shown in Figure 5.2 is given as: 
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 𝑉1 =  
𝜋 2𝑅𝐶1
3−3 𝑅𝐶1
3𝑐𝑜𝑠  𝜃+ 𝑅𝐶1
3  𝑐𝑜𝑠3𝜃 
3
  [5.4] 
 





3(2 −  3 𝑐𝑜𝑠 ∅ + 𝑐𝑜𝑠3∅ ) [5.5] 
 
where ∅ is the static contact angle of the sidewall. Detailed derivations for V1 and V2 are 
given in Appendix II. 
Equating both the volumes V1 and V2, R2 is found to be  
 𝑅2 =   
𝑎 𝑠𝑖𝑛 2𝛼
1−(𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝜃 𝑐𝑜𝑠 2𝛼)
  
2−3 𝑐𝑜𝑠  𝜃+ 𝑐𝑜𝑠3𝜃




  [5.6] 
 
5.1.3 Droplet Jumping Criterion Analysis from Geometrical 
Considerations  
The next step in the derivation process is to determine the maximum radius 𝑅𝐶2 as 
shown in Figure 5.4. The following parameters shown in Figure 5.4 are defined as: 
O is the center of the hanging droplet.  
x is the distance from the channel corner to the midpoint D around which the 
droplet hangs from the sidewall. 
g is the vertical distance from the center of a droplet with radius 𝑅𝐶2  to the 
channel sidewall. 
𝜂 is the angle made by line g with the sidewall at point C. 
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f is the distance between the points D and C. 
z is the distance from the center of the droplet to the midpoint D on the sidewall. 
 
Figure 5.4: Representation of a droplet having the maximum radius (𝑹𝑪𝟐) while hanging from the 
sidewall such that the droplet just touches the base of the channel. It is assumed that the droplet is a 
part of a sphere and also neglecting the gravitational effect on the droplet since the droplet sizes used 
are very small. 
 𝑠𝑖𝑛 2𝛼 =  
𝑅𝐶2− 
𝑅𝐶2
 𝑐𝑜𝑠  𝜙
𝑐𝑜𝑠 2𝛼
  
𝑥−𝑅𝐶2  𝑐𝑜𝑠  𝜙 𝑡𝑎𝑛 2𝛼
  [5.7] 
 
Derivation for Eq. 5.7 is given in Appendix II. 
Therefore, by rearranging Eq. 7, 𝑅𝐶2 in terms of 2α and φ is found. 
 𝑅𝐶2 =  
 𝑅𝐶1






(1−𝑐𝑜𝑠  𝜙  𝑐𝑜𝑠  2𝛼)
  [5.8] 
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Substituting 𝑅𝐶1in Eq. 5.8 
 𝑅𝐶2 =  
  
𝑎 𝑠𝑖𝑛 2𝛼
1−(𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝜃 𝑐𝑜𝑠 2𝛼)
 
2
 ( 𝑐𝑜𝑠  2𝛼− 𝑐𝑜𝑠  𝜃  )2+ 𝑎−  
𝑎 𝑠𝑖𝑛 2 2𝛼
1−(𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝜃 𝑐𝑜𝑠 2𝛼)






(1−𝑐𝑜𝑠  𝜙  𝑐𝑜𝑠  2𝛼)
  [5.9] 
 
It can be seen from Eq. 5.8 that 𝑅𝐶2 is a function of 𝑅𝐶1, the distance of the droplet 
emergence location from the channel corner a, the channel open angle 2α, and the base 
and sidewall contact angles θ and ∅, respectively. The droplet jumping condition is thus 
defined as follows.  
(a) 𝑅2 ≤ 𝑅𝐶2  – Droplet jumps to the sidewall  
(b) 𝑅2 > 𝑅𝐶2  – Droplet bridges the base and channel wall  







1−(cos θ cos 2α )
  
2−3 cos  θ+ cos 3θ




 (1−𝑐𝑜𝑠  𝜙  𝑐𝑜𝑠  2𝛼)
  
𝑎 𝑠𝑖𝑛 2𝛼
1−(𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝜃 𝑐𝑜𝑠 2𝛼)
 
2
 ( 𝑐𝑜𝑠  2𝛼− 𝑐𝑜𝑠  𝜃  )2+ 𝑎−  
𝑎 𝑠𝑖𝑛 2 2𝛼
1−(𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝜃 𝑐𝑜𝑠 2𝛼)






≤ 1   [5.10] 
 
Eq. 5.10 gives the condition to determine whether the droplet jumps to the 
sidewall or not. For any given material at a given channel open angle and droplet 
emergence location, the droplet behavior in the channel can be identified using this 
criterion.  
The Concus–Finn condition is able to predict the channel corner filling and non–
filling behavior. However, it is not able to predict the droplet jumping behavior. 
Therefore, to understand how a droplet will behave in a system for a given material pair, 
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 ≤ 1. If this criterion is satisfied, then the droplet will jump to the 
sidewall. If this condition is not satisfied, then the droplet will enter a corner filling or 
non–filling condition, which could be predicted using the Concus–Finn condition.  
5.1.4 Experimental Results 
To validate the criterion derived for determining the droplet jumping behavior, 
experiments were performed on different base and wall materials. A preferential pore of 
100 µm was made on the base material for the droplet to emerge at a known location. The 
distance between the preferential pore and the channel corner was varied between 0.5 and 
2.5 mm during the experiments and the droplet dynamics were observed. The channel 
open angle was varied from 25° – 90°. In these experiments, only one side of the channel 
wall was used with the GDL base for easier visualization. The experiments were 
performed such that the droplet size did not exceed 1.5 mm in diameter while sitting on 
the GDL without touching the walls. The videos were captured using a high–speed 
Keyence VW–6000 camera at 125 fps, and the droplet dynamics were evaluated. 
Different set of material pairs used for the base and channel wall, and their theoretical 
transition angles based on the Concus–Finn condition are given in Table X. The 
experimental results for the droplet behavior near the channel corners for different 





 versus the channel open angle for different tests performed. Fig. 5 validates 
the use of the proposed jumping criterion with the experimental data for different sets of 
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materials used. Around 180 experimental data points were collected and analyzed. In the 
plot, points show experimental data and a dotted line shows the theoretical prediction. 
The droplet jumping criteria for 6 different material pairs were calculated using Eq. 5.10.  
Table X: Transition angles calculated using Concus–Finn condition for different material pairs used 
for the base and sidewall of the channel 
Base Material  Sidewall Material Transition Angle 





PTFE Polycarbonate 20° 
PTFE Aluminum 29° 
SGL–25BC Aluminum 63° 
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Table XI: Comparison of the experimental results for corner filling and non–filling with the Concus–
Finn condition 
Material Pair Droplet Emergence 
Location 
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Figure 5.5(a) shows the experimental values and the theoretical predictions for an 
SGL–25BC base and polycarbonate sidewall. All three behaviors (droplet jumping, 
corner filling and non–filling) were observed during experiments for different channel 




 for 40°, 50°, 52° and 
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60° channel corner angles also fell below 1 indicating that the droplet would jump to the 
sidewall. The proposed model is thus seen to predict the droplet jumping behavior 
accurately. 
Similar experiments were performed with a SGL–25BC GDL base and a PTFE 
(PolyTetraFluoroEthylene) sidewall, and the results of which are shown in Figure 5.5(b). 
Here, only corner filling and non–filling behaviors were observed during the 
experiments. For an open angle below 60°, no corner filling of the channel corners was 
observed. At a 90° open angle, the droplet filled the channel corners. It can be seen from 
Table XI that for this material pair, the transition angle from non–filling to filling is at 
82°. This means that the droplet will fill the channel corners for open angles above 82° 
and thus matches with the experimental results.  
Figure 5.5(c) is the plot for a PTFE base and a polycarbonate sidewall. Since the 
transition angle for this material pair is 20°, the entire range of open angles used for 
experiments should show corner filling. It was seen that corner filling behavior occurred 
for most of the open angles used in the experiment. However, at a 30° open angle, the 





value for this case was calculated and it was observed that the value was below 1, 
indicating that the droplet should jump. 
Similarly, for a PTFE base and aluminum sidewall, no jumping behavior was 
observed for any channel angles used. Only corner filling behavior was observed 
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experimentally for open angles greater than 30°, as shown in Figure 5.5(d). None of the 
points fell below the proposed criterion, suggesting that the droplet would not jump under 
any conditions. Hence, the experimental results matched with the theoretical prediction. 
Also, according to the Concus–Finn condition, channel corner filling should occur for 
open angles greater than 29°. Thus, experimental results match with the Concus–Finn 
predictions as well.  
Figure 5.5(e) shows the results for a SGL–25BC base and aluminum sidewall. All 
three possible behaviors (droplet jumping, corner filling and non–filling of the channel 
corners) were observed for different open angles used. Droplet jumping behavior was 
observed at 45°, 50° and 60° open angles, which are not near the transition angle for this 
material pair. However, using the proposed criterion, droplet jumping was predicted 
accurately. From the experiments, it was seen that the droplet filled the channel corners 
for open angles above 60° and did not fill the channel corners for angles below 60°. The 
experimental results were in accordance with Concus–Finn condition.  
Similar results were also obtained for a SGL–25BC base and rough polycarbonate 
sidewall. Experimental results are shown in Figure 5.5(f). Again all the three possible 
behaviors, droplet jumping, corner filling and non–filling of the channel corners, were 
observed for different channel open angles used. Droplets showed jumping behavior at a 
50° channel angle. Using the proposed criterion, droplet jumping behavior was predicted 
accurately. Droplets showed corner filling behavior at angles above 60° and no corner 
filling at angles below 50°, which are in accordance with the Concus–Finn condition.  







Figure 5.5: Graphical representation of the proposed criterion to predict the droplet jumping 
behavior in a PEMFC gas channel. The experimental points falling below the proposed criterion 
shown by a dashed line, led to droplet jumping. Droplet transition from non–filling to filling of the 
channel corner based on the Concus–Finn condition is plotted by the dot–dash line. Any points 
falling on the right side of the dot–dash line showed corner filling of the channel and points falling on 
the left side of the dot–dash line showed no corner filling behavior by the droplet. 96% of the 
experimental data matched the theoretically predicted behavior. 





 data results for all the material pairs used it was seen that the 
proposed theoretical model was able to predict the droplet-corner interaction for more 
than 96% of the cases. To understand why the droplet jumps to the sidewall an energy 
balance on the droplet while sitting on the base wall and while hanging from the sidewall 
was performed. This is similar to the droplet spreading analysis performed on a surface to 
understand the wetting behavior of a droplet [31, 145, 162-170]. Detailed explanation of 
the energy balance and the results are presented in Section 5.1.5.  
It is noted from the proposed criterion that the droplet jumping behavior depends 
on the channel open angle, material properties and droplet emergence location in the 
channel. Among these parameters, droplet emergence location plays a major role in the 
droplet behavior near the channel corner. When the droplet emerges very close to the 
channel corner, the droplet does not have enough room to jump and hang from the 
sidewall. Instead, it touches the sidewall and forms a bridge between the sidewall and the 
base as shown in Figure 5.6.  
Figure 5.6 shows the droplet jumping image sequence for an SGL–25BC base and 
aluminum sidewall with a 45° corner angle where the droplet emergence is very close to 
the channel corner. Figure 5.6(a) shows the emergence of a droplet from the GDL base 
very close to the channel corner. Figure 5.6(b) shows the image of the droplet when it 
contacts the sidewall right before it jumps. Once contact is made with the sidewall, the 
droplet quickly moves towards the sidewall, as shown in Figure 5.6(c), and then jumps, 
as shown in Figure 5.6 (d). However, due to the small clearance between the base and the 
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sidewall near the channel corner, the droplet bridges between the two walls as shown in 
Figure 5.6 (e). When a droplet emerges near the channel corner (less than 0.1 mm away 
from the corner) or under the land area, it leads to corner filling behavior [91]. Corner 
filling is an important issue in a PEMFC gas channels and determines the two–phase flow 
patterns and the oxygen transport resistance at the GDL–channel interface. in light of 
this, PEMFC gas channel design needs to be modified so that the water emerging from 
the GDL surface into the channel is removed efficiently.  
 
Figure 5.6: Image sequence for a SGL–25BC base and aluminum sidewall showing droplet jumping 
behavior in a 45° channel. The droplet radius 𝑹𝟐 while hanging from the sidewall is greater than 
maximum radius that droplet could have while hanging from sidewall (𝑹𝑪𝟐) which leads to bridging 
between the base and sidewall. 
5.1.5 Explanation of Droplet Jumping Through Energy Considerations 
At any given time, a droplet’s preference is to remain in a lower energy state. 
Therefore, for the droplet to jump to the sidewall, the energy of the droplet while it sits 
on the base should be higher than when it hangs from the sidewall. To understand how 
the surface energies affect the droplet jumping behavior, the Gibbs free energy for the 
droplet under states (a) just before the jump, and (b) the final hanging position was 
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calculated for the experimental data that showed droplet jumping behavior. The total 
surface energy of the droplet is expressed as follows.  
 𝐺0 =  𝜎𝐿𝑉  𝐴𝐿𝑉 −  𝐴𝑆𝐿 cos 𝜃𝑟  [5.11] 
 
 𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝜃𝑟 =  
(𝜎𝑆𝑉 − 𝜎𝑆𝐿 )
𝑒𝑓𝑓  
𝜎𝐿𝑉  
    [5.12] 
 
where σLV , σSL and σSV represents the surface tension of the liquid–vapor interface, 
solid–liquid interface and solid–vapor interface respectively. ALV and ASL represent the 
surface area of the liquid–vapor interface and the solid–liquid interface of the droplet, 
respectively [145, 157]. For a composite surface 𝜃𝑟 =  𝜃𝑟
𝐶
 , and for a wetted contact 
surface 𝜃𝑟 =  𝜃𝑟
𝑊
 . As the experiments were performed at room temperature, the 
corresponding surface tension 𝜎𝐿𝑉 value used was 72.8 x 10
–3 N/m. Using Eq. 5.11 and 
5.12, the surface energies for conditions 1 and 2 were found. The effect of deformation 
due to gravity was neglected due to the small droplet size, as shown in Fig 3 [132].  
For the droplet to jump from the base to the sidewall there is some amount of 
work done against gravity. An energy balance for the two states is given by the following 
Eq. 
 𝐺0,𝐷𝑟𝑜𝑝𝑙𝑒𝑡  𝑂𝑛  𝐵𝑎𝑠𝑒 = 𝐺0,𝐻𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑖𝑛𝑔  𝐷𝑟𝑜𝑝𝑙𝑒𝑡 + 𝐸𝐺𝑟𝑎𝑣𝑖𝑡𝑦 + 𝐿𝑜𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑠  [5.13]  
where GO, Droplet On Base = Gibbs free energy when the droplet is sitting on the base. 
GO, Hanging Droplet = Gibbs free energy when the droplet is hanging from the 
sidewall. 
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E Gravity = Energy required by the droplet to move against gravity from the base to 
the sidewall (Potential Energy). 
Losses = Losses mainly due to viscous dissipation.  
To calculate E Gravity, the centers of mass of the droplet while sitting on the base 
and while hanging from the sidewall are determined. The vertical distance between the 
two centers of mass is then calculated and used as the height the droplet moved against 
gravity. Equating all the different energy terms, the energy loss due to viscous dissipation 
is calculated. The different energy values calculated for different test conditions where 
the droplet jumped to the sidewall are shown in Table XII. The radii for different material 
pairs when the droplet is sitting on the base surface and when it is hanging from the 
sidewall are given by 𝑅𝐶1 and R2 respectively. Using these radii, the surface area of the 
liquid–vapor interface of the droplet is found. From the surface area values, the Gibbs 
free energy of the droplet while sitting on the base and while hanging from the sidewall is 
determined. It can be seen from Table XII that the energy while sitting on the base was 
almost 1.5 times greater than when the droplet was hanging from the sidewall. This 
shows that the droplet jumps to the sidewall because it prefers the lower energy state. The 
loss terms are positive and quite small, indicating that the energy approach provides a 
good explanation for the droplet jumping condition. The maximum energy losses are 
around 15% of the Gibbs free energy when the droplet is sitting on the base. These losses 
are mainly due to the oscillations before the droplet stabilizes after jumping to the 
sidewall and the viscous dissipations of the droplet. 
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60 1.84 0.813 1.192 2.083 1.385 4.01 126.10 54.20 50.06 21.84 
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5.1.6 Pressure Drop and Force Analysis 
The geometrical analysis done to understand the droplet jumping to the sidewall 
was performed in the absence of airflow in the system. However, in an actual fuel cell, 
there is airflow in the cell, which produces pressure drop in the presence of liquid water 
at a given working condition. From experiments performed to understand how the air 
velocity affects droplet dynamics in the gas channel it was found that the pressure drop 
value associated with each experimental condition was different [171]. It was observed 
that with very high air velocities introduced in the system, the droplet would slide off on 
the GDL without touching the sidewall and be removed from the channel. To encompass 
all the different forces acting on the liquid, a theoretical analysis was performed to 
incorporate airflow in the system. Correlations were obtained to understand the minimum 
velocity and pressure force required in a microchannel system to remove the droplet 
before it touches the sidewall and after it touches the wall, leading to non–filling or filling 
of the channel corner. Experimental data shown in Section 4.7 for the 0.4 x 0.7 mm cross 
section experiments were used for this.  
To predict the pressure drop in a trapezoidal channel as a function of air velocity 
and the channel open angle, a surface plot was developed using Matlab. Figure 5.7 and 
Figure 5.8 show the pressure drop plots as a function of channel open angles and air 
velocities for filling and non–filling cases respectively. Similar trends were observed for 
both.  
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Figure 5.7: Pressure drop surface curve in the gas channel as a function of channel open angle and air velocities for corner filling cases 
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Figure 5.8: Pressure drop surface curve in the gas channel as a function of channel open angle and air velocities for corner non–filling cases 
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As the air velocity and open angle increase, the pressure drop in the channel goes 
up. Eq. 5.14 and 5.15 give the correlations obtained for pressure drop in terms of air 
velocity (v) and channel open angle (2α) for channel corner filling and non–filling cases 
respectively. 
 ∆𝑃 = 46.56 𝑠𝑖𝑛 2𝛼 + 390.6 𝑣2 – Filling [5.14] 
  ∆𝑃 = 41.33 𝑠𝑖𝑛 2𝛼 + 261.4 𝑣2 – Non–Filling  [5.15]  
These correlations provide the minimum pressure drop required in a trapezoid 
channel for the droplet to be removed when it interacts with the channel walls at air 
velocities below 4 m/s. The correlations for filling and non–filling cases have R2 = 0.96 
and 0.95, respectively. These correlations are specific to the channel geometries 
investigated. 
Droplet dynamics in the gas channel were completely different when the air 
velocity was increased above 4 m/s. Figure 5.9 shows an image of the droplet removal 
from a 50° channel at an air velocity of 6.26 m/s. At very high air velocities between 4.1 
and 7.23 m/s introduced in channels with different open angles, it was observed that the 
droplets slid off the GDL surface without touching the sidewalls and were removed from 
the channel. This was mainly because the air velocities were so high that the drag force 
on the droplet was considerably higher than to the surface tension force with which the 
droplet was held on the GDL. To encompass all the forces acting on the droplet at higher 
air velocities (4.1 – 7.23 m/s), a theoretical analysis was performed to determine the 
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minimum velocity required in a microchannel for removing the droplet before it touched 
the sidewall.  
 
Figure 5.9: Image of a droplet sliding on the GDL and getting removed from the 50° channel without 
touching the walls of the channel 
The analysis consisted of a force balance on the droplet just before it was moved 
from the GDL surface. Different forces acting on the droplet in a gas channel are shown 
in Figure 5.10. The gravitational force was neglected in this analysis. As discussed 
earlier, this assumption is valid for droplets with a Bo less than 0.1 [132]. For water 
droplets at standard earth gravity, this result in a limiting droplet radius of 1.5 mm. The 
droplet sizes in this study were observed to be less than 0.4 mm. Since the Re used for the 
experiments was below 250, the airflow in the channel was assumed to be laminar. In 
addition, the air inside the gas channel was considered to be incompressible. For a fluid 
to be considered incompressible, the Mach number should be smaller than 0.3. Mach 
number (M) is defined as 




  [5.16] 
Where v is the velocity of the airflow used in the channel and vsound is the speed of 
the sound. In dry air at 20 °C, the speed of sound is 343.2 m/s. The maximum velocity of 
air used in our experiments was 7.23 m/s. Furthermore, all the experiments were 
performed at room temperature and at 0% RH. Therefore, the M for all the experimental 
cases used in this analysis was below 0.021. Therefore, the airflow in the gas channel can 
be considered incompressible.  
It can be seen from Figure 5.10 that the drag force (FD) acts on the droplet in the 
direction of air flow whereas the surface tension force (Fs) which holds the droplet on the 
GDL acts in the opposite direction. It was also assumed that the drag force, which is the 
combination of shear force and the pressure force acting on the droplet, was equal and 
opposite to the net surface tension force at the instant of droplet removal.  
 
Figure 5.10: Representation of different forces acting on a droplet inside a PEMFC gas channel 
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 𝐹𝐷 + 𝐹𝑆 = 0  [5.17] 




 𝐶𝐷 𝜌 𝑣
2𝐴 [5.18] 
where ρ is the density of the air, v is the air velocity, A is the area of the droplet on 
which the drag force is applied and CD is the drag coefficient on the droplet which can be 
estimated using following empirical correlation [120, 172]. 
 𝐶𝐷 = 
24
𝑅𝑒
 (1 + 0.1925 𝑅𝑒0.63) [5.19] 
where, Re is the Reynolds number for the airflow over the droplet.  
The area of the droplet on which the drag force is applied was calculated from 
Figure 5.10 using the front view of the droplet. Figure 5.11 shows only one of the 
sidewalls of the gas channel for simplicity. The different parameters shown in Figure 
5.11 are defined as follows: 
θ is the static contact angle of the base wall. 
2α is the open angle between the wall and the base. 
a is the distance of the droplet emergence location from the channel corner. 
β is the inner open angle made by the radius 𝑅𝐶1with the base of the channel. 
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b is the vertical distance from the center of the sphere which constitutes the 
droplet to the base of the channel. 
γ is the angle made by the radius 𝑅𝐶1with the line b passing through the droplet 
center to the midpoint of the base where the droplet touches. 
c is the distance from the center of the droplet to the sidewall such that it makes 
an angle δ with the radius of the droplet. 
 
Figure 5.11: Representation of a droplet seen from the front view used for calculating the area on 
which the drag force is being applied  
The base area of the droplet on the GDL surface was calculated as   
 𝐴 =  𝑅𝐶1
2   𝜃 −
𝑠𝑖𝑛  2𝜃
2
  [5.20] 
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The trapezoid channel open angle is related to the droplet critical radius (maximum 
radius of the droplet before it touches the sidewall) by 
 𝑡𝑎𝑛 2𝛼 =  
𝑅𝐶1  𝑠𝑖𝑛 𝛽+𝑅𝐶1  𝑠𝑖𝑛 𝛿
𝑎−𝑅𝐶1 𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝛿
 [5.21] 
From Eq. 5.21, 𝑅𝐶1, the maximum radius of the droplet just before it interacts with the 
sidewall was obtained.  
 𝑅𝐶1 =
𝑎 𝑠𝑖𝑛 2𝛼
1−(𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝜃 𝑐𝑜𝑠 2𝛼)
 [5.22] 
Substituting the area of the droplet and 𝑅𝐶1  into Eq. 5.19, the drag force applied on the 




 𝐶𝐷 𝜌 𝑣
2   
𝑎 𝑠𝑖𝑛 2𝛼
1−(𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝜃 𝑐𝑜𝑠 2𝛼)
 
2
  𝜃 −
𝑠𝑖𝑛  2𝜃
2
  [5.23] 
Eq. 5.23 gives the total drag force applied on the droplet by the airflow in a 
trapezoidal gas channel.  
The surface tension forces due to advancing (FS, A) and receding (FS, R) contact 
angles are given by  
 𝐹𝑆,𝐴 =  𝜎. 2𝑑. 𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝜃𝐴 [5.24] 
 𝐹𝑆,𝑅 =  𝜎. 2𝑑. 𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝜃𝑅 [5.25] 
where σ is the surface tension coefficient and 2d is the width of the contact line 
(normal to the air flow direction) of the droplet on the GDL surface.  
The net surface tension force FS and the width 2d are given by  
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 𝐹𝑆 = 𝐹𝑆,𝐴 − 𝐹𝑆,𝑅  [5.26] 
 𝐹𝑆 =  𝜎. 2𝑑. (𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝜃𝐴 − 𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝜃𝑅) [5.27] 
 2𝑑 =  2𝑅𝐶1 𝑠𝑖𝑛  𝛾 =  2𝑅𝐶1 𝑠𝑖𝑛 𝜃 [5.28] 
Substituting 2d values in Eq. 5.27 
 𝐹𝑆 =  2𝜎 𝑅𝐶1 𝑠𝑖𝑛 𝜃 (𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝜃𝐴 − 𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝜃𝑅) [5.29] 
Substituting the 𝑅𝐶1 value from Eq. 5.22 in Eq. 5.29 gives  
 𝐹𝑆 =  2𝜎  
𝑎 𝑠𝑖𝑛 2𝛼
1−(𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝜃 𝑐𝑜𝑠 2𝛼)
 𝑠𝑖𝑛 𝜃 (𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝜃𝐴 − 𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝜃𝑅) [5.30] 
Eq. 5.30 gives the net surface tension force holding the droplet on the GDL 
surface. To find the minimum velocity required to remove the droplet from the gas 
channel before it interacts with the channel walls, the drag force was equated to the 
surface tension force.  
Since the drag coefficient used in this analysis (Eq. 5.19) is applicable for a 
spherical droplet and the droplet in this study was not completely spherical, this Eq. 
cannot be used directly. In addition, Eq. 5.19 is applicable for a uniform velocity profile 
in the channel whereas in this work, the effect of sidewall also needs to be taken into 
account. In addition, the radius of the droplet used for this analysis was assumed to be the 
maximum radius of the droplet before it touched the sidewall. However, in the 
experiments it was seen that the droplet size varied when it was removed. Therefore, to 
account for all these assumptions, a rectification factor, K, was introduced in the analysis. 
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 𝐹𝐷 = 𝐾 𝐹𝑆 [5.31] 
1
2
 𝐶𝐷 𝜌 𝑣
2   
𝑎 𝑠𝑖𝑛 2𝛼
1−(𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝜃 𝑐𝑜𝑠 2𝛼)
 
2
  𝜃 −
𝑠𝑖𝑛  2𝜃
2
 = 𝐾  2𝜎  
𝑎 𝑠𝑖𝑛 2𝛼
1−(𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝜃 𝑐𝑜𝑠 2𝛼)
 𝑠𝑖𝑛 𝜃 (𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝜃𝐴 − 𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝜃𝑅)   [5.32] 
 𝑣 =  √
𝐾 4 𝜎 𝑠𝑖𝑛 𝜃(𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝜃𝐴− 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃𝑅)
𝐶𝐷 𝜌  
𝑎𝑠𝑖𝑛2𝛼
1−(𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃 𝑐𝑜𝑠 2𝛼)





Using the experimental data for droplet removal from the gas channel, a K value 
was determined for MRC–105 with 5% PTFE. It was seen that the K value varied from 
0.7 to 2 for different trapezoidal channel open angles and the superficial air velocity in 
the gas channel.  
 𝐾 = (0.65 𝑠𝑖𝑛 2𝛼 − 0.87) ∗  𝑣 + (−6.3 𝑠𝑖𝑛 2𝛼 + 8.4) ∶ 𝑀𝑅𝐶– 105  [5.34] 
This K value was found to be dependent on the GDL material used in the system. 
This is mainly because the radius of the droplet used for the analysis was dependent on 
the contact angle of the base material and hence the K was dependent on the GDL 
material as well. Therefore, different GDL materials were also tested in our experiment 
(TGP–H–060 and SGL–25BC) and their surface wettability properties such as θ, θA, θR 
and Δθ are given in Table III. The K values for these GDL materials were also found and 
are given by Eq. 5.35 and 5.36 respectively. The K values found for different GDL 
materials as a function of air velocity and channel open angle. The surface plot for K 
values for MRC-105, SGL-25BC and TGP-H-060 as a function of superficial air velocity 
and channel open angle is shown in Figure 5.12.  
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(c) 
Figure 5.12: Surface plot of K value as a function of superficial air velocity and sin (2α) for different 
GDL material (a) MRC-105 (b) SGL-25BC (c) TGP-H-060. 
To show clearly how the air velocity and channel open angle affect the K value 
separately for different GDL materials, K values for different GDL materials were plotted 
against superficial air velocity for different channel open angles (Figure 5.13(a)) and 
against channel open angle for different superficial air velocities (Figure 5.13(b)). It is 
seen from the graph that the K value increases linearly with increase in air velocity for all 
GDL materials. However, the K value is similar for SGL-25BC and MRC-105 but for 
TGP-H-060 the K value is slightly higher. This increase in K for TGP-H-060 can be 
attributed to the Δθ of the GDL material. The Δθ for TGP-H-060 is around 17° whereas 
for SGL-25BC and MRC-105 it is around 10°. Therefore, it requires larger drag force for 
it to remove the droplet from the gas channel.  
Channel Angle









Channel Angle vs K- Value
Channel Angle (Sin 2α)
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Based on this, correlations were proposed for the rectification factor for TGP-H-
060 and SGL-25 BC and are given by Eq. 5.35 and 5.36.  
 𝐾 = (0.4 𝑠𝑖𝑛 2𝛼 − 0.66) ∗  𝑣 + (−3.88 𝑠𝑖𝑛 2𝛼 + 6.47) : TGP–H–060 [5.35] 
 K = (0.88 sin 2α − 1.5) ∗  v + (−8.3 sin 2α + 14.3) : SGL–25BC [5.36] 
To validate the correlation proposed for different GDL material, the experimental 
data and the theoretical prediction were plotted together as shown in Figure 5.14. It can 
be seen from the figure that the correlation value was within an error of 12% for all the 
different K values.  
 
Figure 5.14: K values found for different GDL materials based on experimental data and from 
theoretical prediction. The black line in the plot indicates the 12% error boundary. The data points 
fall within the 12% error boundary between the experimental and theoretical prediction.  
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In this study, a semi-empirical correlation was obtained to find the minimum 
velocity required in a given trapezoidal gas channel to remove the liquid water before the 
touches the channel sidewall. The correlation for K obtained in this analysis is specific to 
the experiments performed in this study. For channels with different aspect ratio or 
hydraulic diameter, the constant K would change and that needs to be found 
experimentally. 
This study clearly indicates the important role played by the channel sidewalls 
and the channel angle on water transport characteristics. Knowing the previously 
mentioned parameters (contact angle of the base and the sidewall material, channel open 
angle and droplet emergence location) for a given system, the minimum velocity required 
to remove the droplet from the channel before it touches the channel walls can be found 
using Eq. 5.33. In addition, if the inlet gas velocity in the channel is known, the minimum 
pressure drop required to remove the droplet from the gas channel when the droplet 
touches the channel walls can be found out using Eq. 5.14 or 5.15. 
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Chapter 6 Conclusions  
In a PEMFC, efficient water removal from the gas channel is one of the key issues 
that needs to be addressed. In this study, ex situ experiments were conducted to study 
water droplet dynamics in a gas channel from a fundamental perspective. High–speed 
videos revealed that droplet dynamics at the gas channel corner are significantly affected 
by the changes in (i) the trapezoid channel angle, (ii) air velocities, (iii) channel material, 
and (iv) droplet inlet location. Therefore, experiments were conducted to understand the 
effect of each parameter separately on droplet behavior. Experiments were also 
conducted to understand the effect of channel scaling on the droplet behavior. It was also 
seen from the experiments that in the absence of airflow, a droplet emerging from the 
channel base jumped to the sidewall such that it completely lost contact with the base and 
hung from the sidewall. Therefore, theoretical models were developed to understand this 
jumping mechanism and to characterize droplet behavior inside PEMFC gas channels as 
a function of the above four parameters. The effects of different parameters on droplet 
dynamics are summarized below.  
 Effect of Channel Angle – It was observed from the experiments that for channel 
open angles of 50° and below, the droplet did not fill the channel corners, and did 
fill the corners for higher open angles. The surface energies of the channel wall 
and base material influence the corner filling behavior of the channel at a given 
channel open angle. Experimental results confirmed the Concus–Finn theoretical 
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predictions regarding the corner filling behavior. However, near the transition 
angle based on the Concus–Finn condition, droplet behavior changed due to 
oscillations in the droplet created by the air velocity inside the channel. It was 
noted that using the instantaneous dynamic contact angle was necessary while 
applying the Concus–Finn condition.  
 
 Effect of Air Velocity – Airflow inside the channel introduces oscillations in the 
droplet before it touches the channel sidewall, and significantly affects the 
instantaneous dynamic contact angle the droplet makes with the channel sidewall. 
This dynamic contact angle determines the corner filling and non–filling criteria 
for a given channel angle. For the channel open angles that fall near the transition 
angle, the airflow has significant effect in determining the channel corner filling 
behavior. At the transition angle, lower air velocities result in channel corner 
filling while higher ones do not.  
 
 Effect of Channel Material – Different channel materials used in PEMFC 
applications were observed to have similar characteristic behavior in terms of 
droplet pinning and transport resistance in the channel. For all the material pairs 
used in this study, the transition angle was noted to be 50°. Any channel having 
an open angle of 50° or smaller did not fill the channel corners when run at higher 
air velocities corresponding to higher current densities. No noticeable difference 
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was observed for different GDL materials tested in terms of the corner filling 
behavior.  
 
 Effect of GDL Degradation – GDL samples that had run longer showed lower 
advancing and receding contact angles. This clearly shows that the GDL loses its 
hydrophobicity with use. This loss in hydrophobicity affects the corner filling 
behavior and hence shifts the transition angle according to the Concus–Finn 
condition.  
 
 Effect of Scaling of the Channel – Scaling of the channel did not affect the 
droplet behavior in the PEMFC gas channel. Smaller channels (0.4 mm × 0.7 
mm) showed the same droplet dynamics in terms of corner filling behavior as 
observed in a larger dimension channel (3 mm × 3 mm). The liquid flow pattern 
observed in the gas channel changed from slug to film to droplet flow depending 
upon the trapezoid channel angle and the air velocity inside the channel.  
 
 Effect of Droplet Location – Droplet dynamics in the channel were also 
dependent on the liquid emergence location within the channel. Predicting the 
filling and non–filling criteria of the channel based on Concus–Finn condition 
works well only when the droplet emerges in the middle of the channel. When the 
droplet emerges close to the channel corners or under the land areas, the Concus–
Finn condition based on static contact angle fails to predict the droplet behavior 
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near the channel corners. Instead, it was noted that using the instantaneous 
dynamic contact angle while applying the Concus–Finn condition predicted the 
droplet behavior in the channel accurately.  
 
 Theoretical Model – To incorporate all the different droplet behaviors due to the 
different parameters mentioned above, a geometrical analysis as well as a force 
balance analysis was performed. Geometrical analysis was helpful in 
understanding the droplet jumping behavior observed in the gas channel while 
there was no airflow in the gas channel. A correlation was obtained to predict the 
droplet jumping behavior in terms of the channel open angle, material surface 
properties and droplet inlet location. In the presence of airflow, the droplet 
showed corner filling or non–filling behavior at lower air velocities whereas the 
droplet slid off the GDL surface at higher air velocities. For these cases, a semi-
empirical correlation was obtained to predict the minimum pressure drop as well 
as minimum velocity required to remove the droplet from the gas channel. All of 
these models were validated by experimental results. 
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Chapter 7 Future Work 
Some of the areas where this work could be extended to better understand droplet 
behavior in PEMFC gas channels are as follows: 
7.1 Capillary Grooves – Prevent Spreading of Liquid on the 
GDL  
From the experimental results, it was found that corner filling is a serious issue 
with PEMFCs, especially when the droplets are introduced from the land or channel wall 
regions, and hence design modifications are warranted. Possible suggestions to address 
this issue include the incorporation of additional microchannel grooves on the sidewall 
that act as capillary channels to draw liquid from the land area and transport it to the top 
wall from where it would be removed by the airflow. The proposed design was validated 
and results were shown in Section 4.8.1. However, the width of the grooves used in that 
design was around 200 – 250 µm, which is quite large to provide good capillary rise 
action. Therefore, this work could be extended further to incorporate smaller width 
grooves on the sidewall to see how it helps in the removal of the water from the gas 
channel. A relation between the channel width and the capillary rise in the grooves in the 
presence of airflow could be investigated which would help the designer incorporate the 
optimum groove size in automotive fuel cell designs. Secondly, the grooves tested in this 
work were straight. The grooves could be made inclined on the sidewall such that they 
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are in the direction of the airflow. This will also aid in the removal of the liquid from the 
gas channel.  
7.2 Compression of the GDL and its Effect on Droplet 
Dynamics 
Compression of the GDL leads to larger intrusion of GDL in the channel, and 
affects the droplet dynamics in the gas channel. In this work, compression effects were 
not studied. Further work can be pursued to investigate the intrusion effect due to GDL 
compression. In addition, a study is recommended to investigate the plastic deformation 
near the corners due to compression and its effect on the droplet dynamics. 
7.3 Study the Effect of the Different Droplet Dynamics 
Observed on Mass Transport Resistance inside the Gas 
Channel 
The experimental work pursued in this dissertation, aimed only to understand 
droplet behavior in terms of its interaction with the sidewall and its removal. The effect 
of droplet dynamics on the mass transport resistance for oxygen transport to the reactant 
sites was not studied. A numerical study is suggested to determine the mass transport 
resistance in the gas channel under different airflow conditions.  
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7.4 Study the Effect of Temperature, Pressure and Humidity 
on Droplet Behavior 
The study undertaken here was performed at room temperature under atmospheric 
pressure and no humidity conditions. However, a PEMFC works at temperature between 
25° and 80°C, and at different humidity conditions. The droplet dynamics in the gas 
channel would change at different temperature and relative humidity (RH) conditions due 
to evaporation effects [173-177]. Therefore, the study could be extended to understand 
how droplet dynamics would be affected due to changes in temperature, pressure and RH.  
7.5 Analysis of the Oscillations Produced in the Droplet 
Due to the Airflow  
 It was observed that near the transition angles, the oscillations introduced in the 
droplet by the airflow in the gas channel changed the IDCA the droplet made with the 
channel wall. This actually determines the corner filling and non–filling behavior. 
Therefore, a numerical study could be conducted to understand the streamlines of the 
airflow over the droplet or film under different airflow conditions. This study could be 
helpful in understanding how the airflow streamlines produce the oscillations in the 
droplet and change the IDCA the droplet makes with the channel walls.  
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Appendix I 
1. Water Flow Rate Calculation 
The channel dimensions used for these calculations were according to an active 
area of 50 cm2 in a typical fuel cell that meets the Department of Energy specifications 
[133].  
Length of channel (LC) = 183 mm 
Channel width (Cw) = 0.7 mm 
Land Width (Lw) = 0.5 mm 
Active Area = (Lw + Cw) * LC 
Active Area = (0.5 + 0.7) *183 mm 
Active Area (A) = 219.6 mm2 = 2.916 cm2 
Current Density (i) = 0.3 A/cm2 
Number of moles of water (n) = 2 
Faraday constant = 96485 
According to the Nernst Eq. 
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𝑊𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟 𝐺𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛  𝑄𝑔 =  





=  4.533 ∗ 10−6 𝑚𝑜𝑙/𝑠𝑒𝑐 
𝑊𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟 𝐺𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 (𝑔/𝑠𝑒𝑐)  =  (𝑄𝑔)  ∗  𝑀𝑜𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑟 𝑤𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑊𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟 (𝑔/𝑚𝑜𝑙) 
𝑊𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟 𝐺𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 (𝑔/ 𝑠𝑒𝑐)  =  4.533 ∗ 10−6 𝑚𝑜𝑙/𝑠𝑒𝑐 ∗  18.0153 𝑔/𝑚𝑜𝑙 
=  8.167 ∗ 10−5 𝑔/𝑠𝑒𝑐 
𝑀𝑎𝑠𝑠 𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑤 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒 (𝑐𝑚/𝑠𝑒𝑐) =  
𝑄𝑔
𝜌𝑤𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟
∗  106 
𝑀𝑎𝑠𝑠 𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑤 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒 (𝑐𝑚/𝑠𝑒𝑐) =  
8.167 ∗  10−5
996.95 ∗  103
∗  106 = 8.192 ∗ 10−5 (𝑐𝑚/𝑠𝑒𝑐) 
𝑀𝑎𝑠𝑠 𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑤 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒 (𝑠𝑐𝑐𝑚) =  𝑀𝑎𝑠𝑠 𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑤 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒 (𝑐𝑚/𝑠𝑒𝑐) ∗ 60 
𝑀𝑎𝑠𝑠 𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑤 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒 (𝑠𝑐𝑐𝑚) =  8.192 ∗  10−5 ∗ 60 =  0.005 𝑠𝑐𝑐𝑚 
2. Superficial Airflow Rate Calculation 
The channel dimensions used for these calculations were according to an active 
area of 50 cm2 in a typical fuel cell that meets the Department of Energy specifications 
[51].  
𝐴𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎 (𝐴)  =  (Lw  +  𝐶𝑤)  ∗  L𝐶 ∗  22 𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑙 
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𝐴𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎 (𝐴) =  500 𝑚𝑚2  =  50 𝑐𝑚2 
𝐶𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝐷𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦 (𝑖)  =  1.5 𝐴/𝑐𝑚2 
𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑚𝑜𝑙𝑒𝑠 𝑜𝑓 𝑎𝑖𝑟 =  4 
𝐹𝑎𝑟𝑎𝑑𝑎𝑦 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑡 (𝐹)  =  96485 
𝑀𝑜𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑟 𝑊𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝐴𝑖𝑟 (𝑀𝑊𝑎𝑖𝑟) =  28.96 𝑔/𝑚𝑜𝑙𝑒 
𝐷𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑜𝑓 𝐴𝑖𝑟 (𝜌𝑎𝑖𝑟) 𝑎𝑡 20℃ =  1.2041 𝑘𝑔/𝑚
3 







𝐴𝑖𝑟 𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑤 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒 (𝑄 ̇𝑎𝑖𝑟) =  𝑆𝑡𝑜𝑖𝑐ℎ ∗  
𝑖𝐴
0.21𝑛𝐹
  𝑚𝑜𝑙/𝑠𝑒𝑐 
𝐴𝑖𝑟 𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑤 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒 (𝑄 ̇𝑎𝑖𝑟) =  
2 ∗ 1.5 ∗ 50
0.21 ∗ 4 ∗ 96485 
𝑚𝑜𝑙/𝑠𝑒𝑐 =  0.00185 𝑚𝑜𝑙/𝑠𝑒𝑐 
𝐴𝑖𝑟 𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑤 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒 (𝑄 ̇𝑎𝑖𝑟) (𝑔/𝑠𝑒𝑐)  =  (𝑄 ̇𝑎𝑖𝑟) ∗  𝑀𝑜𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑟 𝑊𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝐴𝑖𝑟 (𝑔/𝑚𝑜𝑙) 
𝐴𝑖𝑟 𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑤 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒 (𝑄 ̇𝑎𝑖𝑟) (𝑔/𝑠𝑒𝑐) =  0.00185 𝑚𝑜𝑙/𝑠𝑒𝑐 ∗  28.96 𝑔/𝑚𝑜𝑙 = 0.054 𝑔/𝑠𝑒𝑐 
𝑀𝑎𝑠𝑠 𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑤 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒 (𝑐𝑚/𝑠𝑒𝑐) =  
𝑄 ̇𝑎𝑖𝑟 (𝑔/𝑠𝑒𝑐)
𝜌𝑎𝑖𝑟  (𝑔/𝑚3)
 ∗ 106 
𝑀𝑎𝑠𝑠 𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑤 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒 (𝑐𝑚/𝑠𝑒𝑐) =  
0.054
1.2041 ∗ 103
 ∗ 106 = 44.5 (𝑐𝑚/𝑠𝑒𝑐) 
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𝑀𝑎𝑠𝑠 𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑤 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒(𝑠𝑐𝑐𝑚) =  𝑀𝑎𝑠𝑠 𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑤 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒 (𝑐𝑚/𝑠𝑒𝑐) ∗ 60  
𝑀𝑎𝑠𝑠 𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑤 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒(𝑠𝑐𝑐𝑚) =  44.5 ∗ 60 = 2670 𝑠𝑐𝑐𝑚 
𝑀𝑎𝑠𝑠 𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑤 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒 𝑝𝑒𝑟 𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑙 (𝑠𝑐𝑐𝑚)  =  
𝑀𝑎𝑠𝑠 𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑤 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒(𝑠𝑐𝑐𝑚) 
22
  
𝑀𝑎𝑠𝑠 𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑤 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒 𝑝𝑒𝑟 𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑙 (𝑠𝑐𝑐𝑚)  =  121.36 𝑠𝑐𝑐𝑚 
𝑉𝑒𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑜𝑓 𝐴𝑖𝑟 (𝑉𝐴𝑖𝑟) =  
𝑀𝑎𝑠𝑠 𝐹𝑙𝑜𝑤 𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑒 𝑃𝑒𝑟 𝐶ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑙 ∗  10−6
60 ∗ 𝐿𝑐 ∗  𝐶𝑊 ∗ 10−6
 
𝑉𝐴𝑖𝑟 =  
121.36 ∗  10−6
60 ∗ 0.4 ∗ 0.7 ∗ 10−6
= 7.23 𝑚/𝑠 
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Appendix II 
a. Geometrical Relationships 
The following Eqs. are derived from the geometrical relationships as shown in 
Figure 5.2 and Figure 5.4. 




 cos 𝛽 = cos  𝜃 − 
𝜋
2
 = sin 𝜃 [9.2] 
 𝛿 =  
𝜋
2
− 2𝛼 [9.3] 
 cos 𝛿 = cos  
𝜋
2
− 2𝛼 = sin 2𝛼 [9.4] 
 𝑑 =  𝑅𝐶1  𝑠𝑖𝑛 𝛿  [9.5] 
 𝑒 = 𝑅𝐶1  𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝛿 [9.6] 
 𝑏 = 𝑅𝐶1  𝑠𝑖𝑛 𝛽 [9.7] 
 ℎ = 𝑅𝐶1 − 𝑏 = 𝑅𝐶1(1 − 𝑠𝑖𝑛 𝛽) = 𝑅𝐶1  1 − sin  𝜃 − 
𝜋
2
   [9.8] 
 ℎ =  𝑅𝐶1(1 + cos 𝜃) [9.9] 
 








− 𝜙  [9.11] 
 𝑧 =  𝑅𝐶2  𝑠𝑖𝑛 𝑘 = 𝑅𝐶2  𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝜙  [9.12] 
 𝑓 = 𝑧 𝑡𝑎𝑛 2𝛼 =  𝑅𝐶2  𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝜙 𝑡𝑎𝑛 2𝛼 [9.13] 
 𝑠𝑖𝑛 𝜂 =
𝑧
𝑔
  [9.14] 




𝑅𝐶2  𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝜙
𝑐𝑜𝑠 2𝛼
   [9.15] 
 𝑚 = 𝑅2 − 𝑧 =  𝑅2 − 𝑅2 𝑐𝑜𝑠 ∅  [9.16] 
i. To Find the Maximum Radius 𝑹𝑪𝟏 Right Before it Jumps 
The open angle 2α is related to the 𝑅𝐶1 and is given by Eq. 5.1  
 𝑡𝑎𝑛 2𝛼 =  
𝑅𝐶1  𝑠𝑖𝑛 𝛽+𝑅𝐶1  𝑠𝑖𝑛 𝛿
𝑎−𝑅𝐶1 𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝛿
 [5.1] 
Rearranging Eq. 5.1, the maximum radius of the droplet just before it snaps and jumps to 
the sidewall is obtained.  
 𝑅𝐶1 =
𝑎 𝑡𝑎𝑛 2𝛼
𝑠𝑖𝑛 𝛽+ 𝑠𝑖𝑛 𝛿+𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝛿 𝑡𝑎𝑛 2𝛼
  [9.17] 
Substituting β and δ in terms of θ and 2α, the critical radius 𝑅𝐶1 can be obtained. 
 𝑅𝐶1 =
a tan2α
sin  θ− 
π
2
 + sin  
π
2




  [9.18] 
Solving Eq. 9.18, 𝑅𝐶1  is obtained as below 
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 𝑅𝐶1 =
𝑎 𝑠𝑖𝑛 2𝛼
1−(𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝜃 𝑐𝑜𝑠 2𝛼)
  [5.2] 
ii. To Find the Distance of the Point of Contact of the Droplet on the 
Sidewall (x) from the Channel Corner Before it Jumps. 
From Figure 5.3 
 𝑥 = [(𝑏 + 𝑑)2 + (𝑎 − 𝑒)2]
1
2   [9.19] 
Substituting values of b, d and e in Eq. 5.23 
 𝑥 =    𝑅𝐶1 𝑠𝑖𝑛 𝛽 + 𝑅𝐶1  𝑠𝑖𝑛 𝛿  
2






Substituting β and δ in terms of θ and 2α, 
 𝑥 =   𝑅𝐶1





  [5.3] 
iii. To Find the Volume (V1) of the Droplet Sitting on the GDL  
Volume of the droplet when it is sitting on the base surface right before it touches 
the sidewall as shown in Figure 5.2 is given as 
Volume of the droplet for case 1 as shown in Figure 5.4 is given as 
 𝑉1 = 𝑉𝑠𝑝ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒 − 𝑉𝑐ℎ𝑜𝑟𝑑 [9.21] 
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Where h is the height of the spherical cap as shown in Figure 5.2 
Substituting Eq. 9.22 and 9.23 in Eq. 9.21 





𝜋ℎ2 3𝑅𝐶1− ℎ 
3
 [9.24] 






Substituting h in Eq. 9.25 
 𝑉1 = 
4𝜋𝑅𝐶1
3−3𝜋𝑅𝐶1 𝑅𝐶1+ 𝑅𝐶1cos𝜃 
2













3 cos2 𝜃 
3
 
  [9.27] 










3 cos2 𝜃 
3
 [9.28] 






  [5.4] 
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iv. To Find the Volume (V2) of the Droplet Hanging from the Sidewall 




𝑚2(3𝑅2 − 𝑚) [9.28] 




(𝑅2 − 𝑅2 𝑐𝑜𝑠 ∅)






2 𝑐𝑜𝑠2 ∅ − 2𝑅2















3(2 −  3 𝑐𝑜𝑠 ∅ + 𝑐𝑜𝑠3∅ ) [5.5] 
v. To Find the Maximum Radius RC2 While Hanging from the Sidewall 
Before Bridging 
Figure 5.4 shows the triangle made by point A, B and C from which the 
relationship between the radius𝑅𝐶2  , midpoint x around which the droplet hangs and the 
open angle 2𝛼 is found.  
 𝑠𝑖𝑛 2𝛼 =  
𝑅𝐶2−𝑔
𝑥−𝑓
  [9.33] 
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Substituting Eq. 9.13 and 9.15 in Eq. 9.33 






𝑥−𝑅𝐶2  𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝜙 𝑡𝑎𝑛 2𝛼
  [5.7] 
Eq. 5.7 is rearranged to get 𝑅𝐶2  in terms of open angle and sidewall contact angle 
 𝑅𝐶2 = 
𝑥 𝑠𝑖𝑛 2𝛼
(1−𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝜙 𝑐𝑜𝑠 2𝛼)
  [9.34] 
Substituting x in Eq. 9.34 
 𝑅𝐶2 = 
 𝑅𝐶1






(1−𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝜙 𝑐𝑜𝑠 2𝛼)
  [5.8] 
Therefore, Eq. 5.8 gives 𝑅𝐶2 in terms of the open angle, droplet emergence 
location, and base and sidewall contact angles. 
b. Uncertainty Analysis 
Theoretical Equations for Uncertainty Analysis 
𝑅𝐶1 =
𝑎 𝑠𝑖𝑛 2𝛼











 (1−𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝜙 𝑐𝑜𝑠 2𝛼)
 𝑅𝐶1
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𝑣 = √
4 𝜎 sin𝜃 (cos𝜃𝐴−cos𝜃𝑅)
𝐾 𝐶𝐷 𝜌  
𝑎 sin2𝛼
1−(cos𝜃cos 2𝛼)





𝐾 = (0.65 sin 2𝛼 − 0.87)𝑣 + (−6.3 sin 2𝛼 + 8.4)  − 𝑀𝑅𝐶 − 105  
𝐾 = (0.4 sin 2𝛼 − 0.66)𝑣 + (−3.88 sin 2𝛼 + 6.47)  − 𝑇𝐺𝑃 − 𝐻 − 060 









1−(𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝜃 𝑐𝑜𝑠 2𝛼)
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 (1−𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝜙 𝑐𝑜𝑠 2𝛼)
 𝑅𝐶1







































𝑈(1−𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝜙 𝑐𝑜𝑠 2𝛼)









2 ( 𝑐𝑜𝑠 2𝛼− 𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝜃 )2+ 𝑎−  𝑅𝐶1























































Let C = 2 − 3 cos θ + cos3θ  
Let D = 2 −  3 cos ∅ + cos3∅  




























=   
𝑈𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝜃











=  2  
𝑈𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝜃
2−3 cos θ+ cos3θ 
   
𝑈𝐷
𝐷
=   
𝑈𝑐𝑜𝑠 ∅













2−3 cos ∅+ cos3∅ 
   
𝑈
 











=  1/3 { 2  
𝑈𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝜃
2−3 cos θ+ cos3θ 
  
2
+  2  
𝑈𝑐𝑜𝑠 ∅







𝑈(1−𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝜙 𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝜙)
1−𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝜙 𝑐𝑜𝑠 2𝛼
=   
𝑈𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝜙












Let 𝐸 = ( 𝑐𝑜𝑠 2𝛼 −  𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝜃 )2  
Let 𝐹 =   𝑎 −  𝑅𝐶1 ∗ sin 2𝛼   
2
  






























   






=  2 { 
𝑈cos2𝛼












































































2 ( 𝑐𝑜𝑠 2𝛼− 𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝜃 )2+ 𝑎−  𝑅𝐶1
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4 𝜎 sin𝜃 (cos𝜃𝐴−cos𝜃𝑅)
𝐾 𝐶𝐷 𝜌  
𝑎 sin2𝛼
1−(cos𝜃cos 2𝛼)






4 𝜎 sin𝜃 (cos𝜃𝐴−cos𝜃𝑅)





𝐶𝐷 =   
24
𝑅𝑒
 (1 + 0.1925 𝑅𝑒0.63) =  24 𝑅𝑒−1 + 4.62𝑅𝑒−0.37  




Let 𝐽 =  (cos 𝜃𝐴 − cos 𝜃𝑅) 
𝑈𝑣
𝑣





















































































































































 (0.65 sin2𝛼−0.87)𝑣+ (−6.3 sin2𝛼+8.4)  
2 +  
𝑈𝑣






(0.65 sin2𝛼−0.87)𝑣+ (−6.3 sin2𝛼+8.4)
 
2


















 (0.4 sin2𝛼−0.66)𝑣+ (−3.88 sin2𝛼+6.47)  
2 +  
𝑈𝑣



























 (0.88 sin2𝛼−1.5)𝑣+ (−8.3 sin2𝛼+14.3)  
2 +  
𝑈𝑣









−  𝑆𝐺𝐿 − 25𝐵𝐶  
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